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Fullerton School
District Dual Language
Academy Info Meeting

DOWNTOWN PAID
PARKING DISCUSSED
On November 15th the city hosted
meetings, geared toward business owners, in the ongoing effort to gather
input on what's working and what's
not in Downtown.
The meetings also included a presentation from Mr. Marco Li Mandri,
President of New City America, who
shared information on approaches used
in other downtowns to form management associations and generate revenue
for capital improvements, long term
maintenance, and marketing and support services.
Mr. Li Mandri, who was described as
the city's technical advisor, noted that
Downtown Fullerton has all of the
components needed to succeed as a
regional downtown destination, such as
great historic architecture and a
bustling train station, but was lacking
the dedicated revenue source and professional management needed to generate more customers and address longstanding issues, such as maintenance
and security. According to the New
City America website, Mr. Li Mandri's
company manages downtown districts
in San Diego's Little Italy, LA's
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Continued on page 18

Parents of incoming kindergarteners are
invited to attend a meeting on the Dual
Language Academy on Thursday, Dec. 8
at 6:30pm in the Raymond School multipurpose room, 517 N. Raymond Ave.
Call Literacy Coordinator Rossana
Fonseca at 714-447-7416 or the school
district at 714-447-7400 for more info.

Public Meeting on
Former Amerige
Court Project
Downtown

Jim and Nadene Ivens and granddaughter Ellen at the National Day of Action.

Standing Up For Water Protectors
Fullerton residents Jim and Nadene
Ivens took the train from Fullerton to Los
Angeles on Tuesday November 15 to join
the #nodapl national day of action,
including a gathering and march from the
office of the Army Corps of Engineers to
Pershing Square. Letters written by those
in attendance were delivered by Tribal
Leaders to the Corps. Daughter Gail Ivens
and granddaughter Ellen Ivens-Duran

joined them as part of a multigenerational
commitment to respect native lands and
treaties, keep water drinkable, stop the
proliferation of fossil fuel infrastructure
and accompanying oil spills and take steps
now to stave off catastrophic climate
change. For more information, check out
http://www.nodapl.life/. The Ivens are
founding members of the Observer.
See Water Protector Update on page 20
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The city will hold a community meeting to provide information and receive
feedback on a proposed development
project on the parking lots on the 100
block of Amerige Avenue in Downtown
Fullerton.
The meeting will be held Monday,
December 12 at 6pm in the Fullerton
Public Library Community Room, 353
W. Commonwealth.
The Richman Group has acquired the
development rights for a mixed-use project on the parking lots just west of Harbor
Blvd. The original project, Amerige
Court, was approved in 2008, however
construction never began. The Council
recently approved the transfer to the
Richman Group which is interested in a
redesign and wants to hear from residents
and other key stakeholders. Comments
from the public in regards to building
height, architecture, parking and open
space is sought. After input is received,
concept plans will be prepared and shared
in an additional round of meetings.
Contact Matt Foulkes at 714-738-6878
or by email MattF@cityoffullerton.com
with questions.

Who Voted in
Fullerton?
Fullerton has 68,301 registered voters;
53,056 voters cast a ballot; 11,074 of
those voted by mail (77.7%).
IN THE PRESIDENTIAL RACE:
• Clinton....27,354 (51.5%)
• Trump......19,961 (37.6%)
• Johnson......2,094 (4%)
• Stein.............978
• Alariva..........213
IN THE CITY COUNCIL RACE:
• Jennifer Fitzgerald... 20,136 (17.2%)
• Bruce Whitaker....... 17,005 (14.5%)
• Jesus Silva............... 16,778 (14.4%)
• Larry Bennett.......... 14,262 (12.2%)
• Jane Rands.............. 11,238 (9.6%)
• Jonathan Mansoori... 8,165 (7.0%)
• Susan Gapinski......... 7,458 (6.4%)
• Joe Imbriano............ 6,786 (5.8%)
• Joshua Ferguson....... 4,777 (4.1%)
• Charles Sargeant....... 4,426 (3.8%)
• Roberta Reid............ 4,070 (3.5%)
• Herbert Glazier......... 1,795 (1.5%)
IN THE DISTRICT VOTING MEASURE II:
• Yes...23,722 (54.1%)
• No...20,110 (45.9%)
Source: http://www.ocvote.com/fileadmin/live/gen2016/Run%2025/sov.pdf
See related story page 5
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The Fullerton Observer Community
Newspaper, founded by Ralph and Natalie
Kennedy and a group of friends in 1978, is
staffed by local citizen volunteers who create,
publish, and distribute the paper throughout
our community.
This venture is a not-for-profit one with
all ad and subscription revenues plowed back
into maintaining and improving our independent, non-partisan, non-sectarian community newspaper.
Our purpose is to inform Fullerton residents about the institutions and other societal forces which most impact their lives, so
that they may be empowered to participate
in constructive ways to keep and make these
private and public entities serve all residents
in lawful, open, just, and socially-responsible
ways.
Through our extensive local calendar and
other coverage, we seek to promote a sense
of community and an appreciation for the
values of diversity with which our country is
so uniquely blessed.

SUBMISSIONS:

Submissions on any topic of interest are
accepted from Fullerton residents and we try hard
to get it all in. Sorry we sometimes fail. Shorter
pieces have a better chance. Send by email to
observernews@earthlink.net or by snail mail to:
FULLERTON OBSERVER
PO BOX 7051
FULLERTON, CA 92834-7051

____________________________

How To Subscribe
Subscriptions include home delivery
and are due each October
$25/Fullerton • $35/Out of Town
Send Check with Name & Address to:
Fullerton Observer, PO Box 7051,
Fullerton CA 92834-7051
________________________________

How to Advertise

Call 714-525-6402,
or email
observernews@earthlink.net
________________________________

10,000 issues of the Fullerton Observer
are distributed throughout Fullerton
and sent through the mail to subscribers
every two weeks except only once in
January, July & August.

Missed a Copy?
Visit us online at:

www.fullertonobserver.com
& on FaceBook
• STAFF•
• Editor: Sharon Kennedy
• Database Manager: Jane Buck
• Advisor: Tracy Wood
• Copy Editors: Viveca Wolff.
Sam & Janet Evening & Gennifer Gatan
• Distribution: Roy & Irene Kobayashi,
Tom & Kate Dalton, Marjorie Kerr,
Pam Nevius, Manny Bass & Leslie Allen
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Un-Saving Coyote Hills
I just finished reading a fine article by
Jesse La Tour entitled: The Un-Saving of
Coyote Hills (page 5, Mid November
Fullerton Observer).
It basically told how democracy can be
turned against the will of the people. I'm
referring to the defeat of measure W in
2012 by a majority vote. The article goes
on to tell how the city council went
around it by awarding Chervon/Pacific
Coast Homes the right to build and how
a judge upheld the council’s decision.
What bothered me the most was the
fact that two of the council members who
voted to let them build, Fitzgerald and
Whitaker, were re-elected.
The people who voted against measure
W had their chance to show their displeasure but blew it. They can only blame
themselves.
David Pflaster Fullerton

Who Slaps a President’s Hand?
It is evident from Trump’s statements
that he expects to retain a limited interest
in running his businesses, but he did not
make clear how much. He said that the
law is on his side and he is technically correct. Running his personal businesses
while being president is not forbidden by
statutory law. However, written law is not
the whole story in matters of ethics.
In the US running a business while
holding high office is forbidden by all historical and traditional standards, and for
good reason if it can lead to a conflict of
interest. Most or all businesses and government entities warn their employees
and members to avoid even the appearance of a conflict of interest, quite aside
from actual conflicts. All major institutions have stringent unwritten laws.
If any political executive or any
Republican caught a civil servant, at any
level, doing his/her private business while
on the public payroll, they’d raise Cain.
I’ve heard people in a crowded DMV
facility complaining when an employee
takes a legitimate coffee break and no
place is provided to do it away from public view.
The presidency is not a 9-to-5 job; it’s
24/7. This is why the president is given a
family residence, servants, Secret Service
protection, a 24-hour hotline to the
Kremlin, personal transportation, including Air Force One, and a liberal entertainment budget. Everything is designed to
free him to devote his full attention to the
nation’s business.
Wording on any issue is laden with the

responsibility to appear to be acting solely
in the public interest - as the president
speaks for the people. He/she can’t accept
personal fees for speeches, and is constitutionally forbidden from accepting personal gifts from foreign entities. Anytime the
president spends on personal business
(other than filing his income tax return) is
cheating and a flagrant conflict of interest.
If Mr. Trump can’t understand these
simple matters of long-standing protocol,
I dread his handling of even mildly difficult matters. He might be able to pass ethical errors off onto underlings in his businesses but not in the presidency. As Harry
Truman said, the buck stops at the desk in
the Oval Office.
Mr. Trump has a uniquely personal style
that often takes liberties verging on crudeness, but even he has boundaries. He is
soon to bear our national standard into a
future that will be shaped to a large extent
by him, if he can control his demeanor.
Mr. Giuliani can explain away Trump’s
excesses during the campaign, but even
his apologetic band-aids will not suffice to
dismiss missteps by a sitting president. It
is not just a forgiving American electorate
listening and judging, but an entire world.
We are the most powerful country in
the world economically and militarily, if
not necessarily ethically, and we often
function as the global policeman. The rest
of the world thus has a stake in what
Trump does. They might be less forgiving
of conflicts of interest than his domestic
supporters are.
Manuel Bass Fullerton

Keep 4th of July Celebration at Fullerton High
I am concerned that a decision has been
made to move the July 4 fireworks event
from the Fullerton High School stadium
to CSUF without public discussion.
I was under the impression that this
move had to be made because the HS district is going to install artificial turf. But
Superintendent Scambray has stated that:
“I was informed by the City of Fullerton
that they are moving the 4th of July celebration to Cal State Fullerton to take
advantage of the additional seating and
parking that is available. With regards to
other events, all events that have been
held at the stadium can continue.”
The July 4 event is one of the most

popular events in the city and it brings
large numbers of people to the downtown
greatly benefitting the restaurants in that
area. It also enlivens the adjoining neighborhoods on all sides of the college helping to build community. It is one of the
great things that the city does.
Some councilmembers spoke with great
passion about the importance of downtown to the whole city when discussing
district elections. If those sentiments were
genuine, and since the school district
seems amenable to keeping the event at
the stadium, there should be a public discussion to explore the reasons to move
this event.
-Vince Buck Fullerton

HOW TO VOICE YOUR OPINION
Community Opinion pages are a forum for the community. The Observer welcomes letters on any subject of interest. Comments are the opinions of the author,
may be shortened for space, and typos corrected. We must verify your identity, but
anonymous letters or those appearing with initials and town only are accepted if the
writer can make a case that revealing their name would be a problem.

Send to: observernews@earthlink.net
Or Mail to: Fullerton Observer, PO Box 7051, Fullerton CA 92834

POEM
An election should be a sign
Of a new beginning
Not a time of fear
Yet in America a sadness
Sweeps the land
Not for all
Fifty percent are happy
Delirious
Fifty percent see reality
Death to many
People scream
They want an all-white America
But it was red-America
Before it was ever a white America
White America made it partially
A black America
Because white was too lazy
To pick the balls of whiteness
It made it somewhat yellow
Because someone had to
build the railroads
The southwest was brown
Before white ever saw the southwest
Now white is screaming
Build a fence
Keep them out
Meaning those not white
Otherwise a fence on the north
would be built
To match the one to be
built on the south
A leader has been elected
To lead a half-nation
That is discrimination based
On religion race sex
And who eats what for breakfast
500 years and we have come
to a sad abyss
"Make America Great Again"
When was it great?
When it slaughtered
the Native Americans
And their food the buffalo
When it had slavery
When it bonded yellow races to build
Then cheated and killed them
Yes it fought a war
When it was called
the Greatest Generation
But what of Vietnam
What of all the Mid-East wars?
In the decade
The shame stands
You cannot Make America Great
With fifty percent
Racist Hate mongers doing the leading
“A nation divided cannot stand”
Our new leader has only
Made America Hate Again
Thom Pari Anaheim
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We Must Not Be Enemies:
How local leaders can help repair
the damage done by election rhetoric
We would all do well to listen to our
16th president, Abraham Lincoln, at this
point in our history. In his first Inaugural
Address he tried to remind Americans,
“We are not enemies, but friends. We
must not be enemies. Though passion
may have strained, it must not break our
bonds of affection. The mystic chords of
memory stretching from every battlefield
and patriot grave to every living heart and
hearthstone all over this broad land will
yet swell the chorus of the Union when
again touched by the better angels of our nature.”
He was struggling to
keep the union together.
We are reeling from a different strain – the discords of a long, dreadful
election process that saw
the vilification of large
segments of our population.
And ultimately
ended with the popular
vote winner not becoming
president despite winning
by a substantial margin.
Surely we can all understand the pain of this dysfunctional conundrum of
our democracy.
Local government is uniquely positioned to help cope with the fallout. In
the heart of things we are all neighbors.
That’s why local government is non-partisan. Our children go to school together
and play on the same teams. We see each
other at the store and at our places of worship. We help out when neighbors are sick
or their pets need to be fed. When calls for
assistance go out, we don’t check party
affiliation; we respond with humanity.
Children are least equipped to deal with
challenges of the conversations they heard
over the last 18 months. A school principal stepped up after a child came home
and asked mom if we are going to be
kicked out of the country as another student told her at school. He sent out a
voicemail to all parents reminding them
that all children are welcome on campus,
school is not a place for hate, bullying will
not be tolerated, and children who are

afraid as a result of the election will be
supported.
This is a great model for other schools
and districts to reassure parents and children that they are safe at school after the
hateful messages that became commonplace during the election.
Local law enforcement leaders could
reassure the immigrant community that
they do not enforce immigration law, that
is the responsibility of the Federal government, not local police. They could pledge
that they will continue
patrolling and protecting immigrant members of the community
equally from threats to
their safety.
We would welcome
similar assurances by
civic and law enforcement leaders regarding
protection of Muslims
who were the targets of
suggestions to register
them all, keep them
out of the US, and put
extra patrols in the
neighborhoods where
they live. We remember that dark time
when, only because of their Japanese heritage, Japanese Americans were rounded
up and forced into Internment Camps.
We thank that school principal, and
others, who have shown us a better way.
Such assurances can allay some of the
legitimate fear and anxiety many are feeling.
When we listen to the “better angels of
our nature” we will hear that many people
who are our neighbors are frightened.
Local leaders have the power to address
this in a caring and reassuring way. We
must remember, as President Kennedy
wrote, we are “A Nation of Immigrants.”
Lynn Daucher, Former Assemblymember
Bev Perry, Former Brea Mayor
Claire Schlotterbeck, Direct Descendant
of one of America’s First (immigrant)
Families at Jamestown, Virginia
Rusty Kennedy, Executive Director,
OC Human Relations

Notes from Subscribers
•I Love, Love, Love your newspaper! I
grew up in Fullerton and now live in
northern California. Can’t wait to get
your paper in the mail.
- Barbara Wayland
•Thank you for our local news. Great
Job! - Pearl Mann

•Keep up the good work. The Observer
is greatly needed in Fullerton.
- Chuck & Peggy Lindahl
•We so much appreciate your coverage
of local happenings, private, business, and
government. Thank You!
-Donna Jaecker

WAR COSTS in Life & Money
California leads the nation with 3,972 soldiers wounded and 736 dead in wars since 2001.

IN IRAQ & AFGHANISTAN

• 168,230 Civilians killed by Violence

www.iraqbodycount.org (12/1/2016)

• 4,512
• 2,391

US Soldiers killed in Iraq: (DoD 12/1/2016)
US Soldiers killed in Afghanistan (12/1/2016) www.icasualties.org

• 32,223
• 17,674

US Soldiers wounded (DOD reports) www.icasualties.org
Iraq 3/2003 to present (no updates since 11/2011)
Afghanistan 10/2001 to present (no updates since 9/2012)

• $1.728
Trillion

Cost of Wars Since 2001 www.costofwar.com (12/1/2016)
(rounded down) (Iraq $820 billion) (Afghanistan $755.9 billion)
Cost of Military Action Against ISIL $12.5 billion
Pentagon Slush Fund $136 billion www.nationalpriorities.org

Every Hour US taxpayers are paying $8.36 million for costs of war since 2001
What Could We Be Doing With this Money Instead?

Update November 30: Fanned by strong winds and the Southeast's worst drought in
nearly a decade, at least 14 fires burned in and around Gatlinburg, Tennessee, forcing
evacuations of 14,000 residents and tourists from the popular tourist gateway and nearby
communities. Over 700 buildings have been damaged or destroyed in Sevier County, over
15,000 acres scorched and 7 deaths and 45 injured due to the wildfires.

Appalled by Biased Election Coverage
I was appalled by Ms. Kennedy’s decision to put Mr. Buck's piece on the front
page. And even more appalling than that
was the article itself.
First, Mr, Buck it seems is listed as a
"reporter" for "politics and other stuff".
In this article, Mr. Buck was not a
reporter. This is strictly his personal
views. That should go in the op/ed section on page 2. Page one should be strictly news. Journalism 101.
In respect to the article, it makes no
effort to even mask it's liberal bias.
Shameful! You have succeeded in isolating half of Fullerton which, as Mr. Buck
pointed out, is just about split 50/50
Democrats to Republicans. And you call
yourselves the party of inclusion? You
mean as long as they think like you do,
they are included.
Which brings me to my next point; Mr
Dobrer's commentary. The first five paragraphs should have been deleted. It could
have been summed up in one sentence. "If
you want to point a finger at who is to
blame, you need not look any further than
your bathroom mirror." The rest of the
article was very well thought out and
expressed.
Finally, when I take into account your

political cartoons, the articles and such,
and then read "This venture is a not-forprofit one with all ad and subscription
revenues plowed back into maintaining
and improving our independent, NONPARTISAN, NON-SECTERIAN community newspaper." Are you guys sure
you don't want to be working Vegas?
You're a pretty funny group!
Patrick J Begley Fullerton
ED: You are right, I often break
Journalism 101 rules. However, Dr. Buck
is not a reporter, he is emeritus professor
of political science CSUF and a longtime
expert commentator on all things political
for the Observer. I should have added his
bio to the end of the article. Mr. Dobrer is
a columnist and in charge of his own content. Readers are not asked to agree but to
think. The paper is totally independent
and follows no party line and its staff is
made up of people spanning the breadth
of political and religious views. Most
important we think our readers are smart
enough to consider a variety of ideas. The
paper values truth and transparency and
though it has an unhidden progressive
bias accepts all opinions on all subjects
and welcomes intelligent differing views.

High School District’s $18 Million Overage
On October 10, 2016, the Fullerton
Joint Union High School District
(FJUHSD) hired an auditor to clarify and
certify ending unallocated fund balances
for 2015-16. Three months after the end
of the fiscal year, the FJUHSD staff are
unable to say why projections of a $2 to
$3 million overage ballooned to $18 million, an amount that raises concerns and
requires answers.
First and foremost is the role this funding gap’s size played during the fourteen
month-long negotiating process between
the Fullerton Secondary Teachers
Organization (FSTO) and the district for
a new contract. By using expenditure estimates that were grossly overstated and creating vague, unspecified capital plans, district staff told the public and the FSTO
that the FJUHSD was fiscally unsustainable (with a “structural deficit”) and thus
was unable to give staff more than a 2%
raise over three years, despite the fact that
teachers had not received a raise for 9
years other than restored pay cuts. (5%
was ultimately agreed to by both sides).
FSTO staff responded to the district’s
economic picture by analyzing budget
assumptions and proposed expenditures

and found that, in fact, the district had as
much as $18 million in unallocated funds,
money that should have been on the table
during negotiations. The district’s success
at constructing a nearly unworkable
budget was significant; even outside analysts from CTA and School Services were
convinced.
However, the FJUHSD budget excesses
were finally exposed when unaudited
actual expenditures and revenues identified $18 million in “decreased expenditures”. To top it off, district staff were
unable to definitively say how much
money they had in unallocated reserves.
While the district-initiated audit will
hopefully shed some light on their
finances, concerns about the quality and
reliability of the district’s budget process
and the numbers it produces remain.
These include large allocations to capital
programs without specific purchase plans,
the deliberate appearance of incomplete
and incorrect financial information during contract negotiation, and the district’s
ability to fulfill its fiduciary responsibilities on behalf of its students and employees.
John Marvin-President
Fullerton Secondary Teachers Organization
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CITY COUNCIL NOTES by Jesse La Tour

PRESENTATIONS

REGULAR BUSINESS

The Council meets at 6:30pm on the first and third Tuesdays of each month.
Upcoming agenda information and streaming video
of council meetings are available at www.cityoffullerton.com.
Meetings are broadcast live on Cable Ch 3 and rebroadcast at 3pm and 6pm
the following Wed. & Sun. & 5pm Mon.
City Hall is located at 303 W. Commonwealth, Fullerton.
Contact council at 714-738-6311 or by email to: council@ci.fullerton.ca.us

•KABOOM! PLAYGROUND: Hugo
Curiel of the Parks and Recreation
Department gave a presentation on a
city partnership with nonprofit organization kaBOOM! who will be building a
new playground at Gilbert Park beginning this December.

UNION AGREEMENTS: Acting City
Manager Gretchen Beatty gave a report on
the latest agreement between City of
Fullerton and the Fullerton police union
which will be in effect until 2019, and
includes pay raises and changes to health
benefits.

•VETERAN’S PARADE: Marilyn Harris
gave a presentation on the City’s 29th
Annual Veteran’s Day parade and program, which took place at the Hillcrest
Park veteran’s memorials. The event featured JROTC units from Fullerton area
high schools, Girls Scouts, Boy Scouts,
the Fullerton American Legion, and
numerous local veterans.

NORTH OC JOINT POWERS: City
Council voted to postpone the appointment of members to the newly-created
and much-criticized North Orange
County Cities Joint Powers Authority
(which is shaping up to be a merger
between the Fullerton and Brea Fire
Departments) until after newly-elected
Council Member Jesus Silva is sworn in.

For the past several months, and the foreseeable future, I will be attending Fullerton
City Council meetings as a reporter for the Fullerton Observer, our town's only independent newspaper (an increasingly rare thing in today's world). Given the recent
election and widespread pessimism about America's political future, it's easy to feel
powerless and voiceless. In response to this, I would encourage you, my fellow citizens
to pay attention to local politics, where you do have a voice. I would encourage you
to attend a city council meeting, to see government in action, for better or worse.
Here's what happened at the last Fullerton City Council meeting.

NOVEMBER 15 COUNCIL MEETING Upcoming meeting Dec 6

CONSENT CALENDAR

CLOSED SESSION
Before every public City Council meeting, there is a Closed Session, in which
council meets with public employee labor
negotiators, developers, and other parties
outside view of the public. Sometimes
there is a report to the public about what
occurred in the closed session; usually
there is not. During this week’s closed session, council discussed the appointment

of an interim police chief and acting city
manager. They also met with Pacific
Coast Homes, the wholly-owned subsidiary of Chevron, which will be developing Coyote Hills (unless the Friends of
Coyote Hills is successful in blocking the
deal), to discuss PCH’s ongoing lawsuit
against the City of Fullerton.

City Manager Takes Leave of
Absence Pending Investigation

meeting). The city attorney stated that
there have been many public records
requests from the community related to
this incident; however, these will remain
confidential as long as the criminal investigation continues. City Council voted
unanimously to appoint Gretchen Beatty
as acting city manager. Additionally, in
light of Fullerton Police Chief Dan
Hughes’ retirement, Mayor Fitzgerald
announced the pending appointment of
David H. Heinig (retired Police Chief
from Arcadia) as interim Police Chief.

The city attorney gave a statement from
City Manager Joe Felz regarding a car
accident he was involved in on November
9th, which has raised many legal questions from the community (more on this
below). In his statement, Felz apologized
for the negative attention this has brought
to the city, and stated his decision to take
at least a two week personal time off and
leave of absence, pending investigation of
this incident (Felz was not present at the

Two aspects of Fullerton City Council
meetings have the appearance of nontransparency. The first is the aforementioned closed session. The second is
something called the consent calendar.
This is a series of items voted on en masse
(i.e. with a single vote), usually without
discussion or explanation. Often, the
number of consent calendar items exceeds
the number of regular business items, and
that was certainly the case with this meeting.
There were two regular business items,
and twelve consent calendar items. On
the meeting agenda handed out to the
public, some of these consent calendar
items have little to no explanation of their
actual content. For example, Item #4,
entitled “Monthly Legislative Update”
contained no explanatory content save
three words: “Receive and file.”
Presumably, these documents may be separately requested from the city, but if the

PUBLIC COMMENTS
CITY MANAGER/POLICE CONDUCT CRITICIZED
The majority of public commenters
spoke about alleged misconduct by
City Manager Joe Felz and the
Fullerton Police Department in the
early morning hours of November
9th. Barb Pollinger, who lives at the
house where Felz crashed into a small
tree, gave her description of what happened. She described hearing a loud
noise that sounded like a car hitting
another car, and screeching. Through
her window, she saw a white minivan
up on the curb with the front wheel
spinning. The driver then tried to dislodge the vehicle from where it was
stuck, moving forward and backward.
Concerned, Pollinger called the
police, and while she was on the
phone with the dispatcher, the driver
attempted to drive away. “In my
mind,” said Pollinger, “That’s hit and
run.”
Sean Paden criticized the appearance of preferential treatment Mr. Felz
received from the Fullerton Police
Department that evening: “I don’t
think anybody who was a private citizen who did not have the connections
Mr. Felz had would have been treated
in this manner,” Paden said, “We need
to look at how the police department
handled this.” Many of the public
commenters suggested that not only
had Mr. Felz committed a crime (hit
and run, perhaps under the influence
of alcohol), but that (because of his
position), he was not arrested or
penalized in any way until after this
incident received pubic attention
through local media.
Local resident Stephan Baxter stated,“All these things happened because
we have a corrupt police department.”

Local resident Jane Rands spoke in
favor of creating a Civilian Police
Oversight Committee, and hiring a
new chief who would be in favor of
this. She cited other cities in
California, like Richmond, who have
Civilian Police Oversight, in which
residents can review complaints
against officers—to improve transparency and prevent corruption.
Citizen Matt Leslie echoed this sentiment, stating that “transparency cannot happen with an internal investigation, but needs to happen in the context of civilian police oversight,” a proposal which was previously rejected by
the current council.
AJ Redkey of In League Press gave a
theatrical re-enactment of how he
thought the late night phone conversation between City Manager Joe Felz
and Police Chief Dan Hughes might
have gone, humorously suggesting
that personal friendship superseded
legality.
Mayor Pro Tem Jan Flory spoke of
“the balance that our City Council has
to walk between providing information to the public and protecting Joe
Felz’s rights, and what liability the city
may sustain if we don’t honor those
boundaries.” The city attorney stated:
“It’s a very difficult process when
you’re dealing with a public employee,
and also the public’s desire to have
information. Public employees have
been protected in terms of certain levels of privacy.” It seems, for now, that
most information related to the investigation will not be made available to
the public. Council member Bruce
Whitaker urged a timely and truthful
investigation of the Felz incident.

CHEVRON/PCH LAWSUIT
Local attorney Judith Kaluzny spoke of the
ongoing Chevron/Pacific Coast Homes lawsuit
against the City of Fullerton, suggesting that it
is a pretext for closed session access to council.
“This is a lawsuit that’s been going on for
about seven years,” Kaluzny stated, “Since
there’s an ongoing lawsuit, and continuing
closed session negotiations between the city and
Chevron/Pacific Coast Homes, I think it’s a violation of the Brown Act.”
The Ralph M. Brown Act* was enacted by the
California State Legislature in 1953 in response
to mounting public concerns over informal,
undisclosed meetings held by local elected officials. The introduction to the Brown Act states
its general purpose:
“It is the intent of the law that their [local
elected officials] actions be taken openly and
that their deliberations be conducted openly.
The people of this State do not yield their sovereignty to the agencies which serve them.
The people, in delegating authority, do not
give their public servants the right to decide
what is good for the people to know and what is
not good for them to know. The people insist on
remaining informed so that they may retain
control over the governing bodies they have created.”
*<https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Brown_Act>
•CONSPIRACY: A member of the public spoke
of a conspiracy involving an alien mother ship,
and “humans” with electronic eyes and methanol
blood, who are determined to blow up cars and
train cars remotely as part of a nefarious agenda.
•HUNT BRANCH: Another member of the public proposed the City-owned Hunt Branch
Library as a potential homeless shelter location.
•FOOTBALL STADIUM: Mary Francis Gable,
founding member of Fullerton College
Neighborhood Action Council, spoke against
the proposed building of a football stadium at
Fullerton College.

purpose of these meetings is not just to
vote on things, but to keep the public
informed, the consent calendar does not
achieve this goal.
Thus, it is possible to attend an entire
council meeting (as I did), take careful
notes, and still leave profoundly uninformed about what the council actually
voted on. One simple solution to this
problem would be to have an independent
legislative analyst explain to the public
(and the council), as clearly as possible,
the actual content of each item voted on
(including the consent calendar). In fact,
the very existence of a consent calendar
suggests that the council has already made
up their minds about what they agree on
before the meeting, precluding meaningful input from the public.
Members of council or the public may
pull consent calendar items for further
discussion, and that’s just what local resident Jane Rands did. She pulled item 13,
and asked that there be pubic meetings to
explain this to the public. It’s a good
thing she did, because your intrepid
reporter was confused about item 13,
entitled “Resolution of Intention
Ordinance Amendment Pertaining to
Limited Second Dwelling Units and
Density Bonuses.”
Because Rands
requested it, the council actually voted to
create a special workshop explaining it.
See, you can make a difference.
The next City Council Meeting will be
Tuesday, December 6th at 6:30pm at City
Hall. Come see your local government in
action (or, as is sometimes the case, inaction).
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Fullerton College Stadium Plans
Continued from frontpage
The plan to complete the Sherbeck
Field improvement project, initiated
under the previous bond ($239 million
approved by Measure X in 2002), to
include lighting and a reasonable amount
of seating had been included in the DLR
Group’s summary of the Master Plan
Update for the June 28, 2016 NOCCCD
Board Meeting (see below for link).
As an Environmental Impact Review
scoping meeting, the majority of the
meeting time was allotted to hearing from
the public. But Fullerton College
President Dr. Greg Shulz along with Fred
Williams,
the
NOCCCD
Vice
Chancellor of Finance and Facilities (who
had previously brokered an agreement

with nearby residents to minimize the
impact of prior stadium improvements)
offered answers to the public’s questions.
Speakers identifying themselves as residents living on nearby streets such as
Princeton Circle, Nutwood, Dorothy, and
the historic Hillcrest neighborhood were
largely concerned about the direct impacts
of noise, lighting, traffic, and parking on
their quality of life. No answers were provided to their questions about how many
seats, how much lighting, and how often
the new stadium would be used, so many
assumed the worst; 5,000 seats, 110-foothigh light poles, and used 5 to 7 days a
week until 10pm.
Many recommended that Fullerton
College consider the continued use of the

LINKS TO PLAN DETAILS ONLINE
•Map: http://www.fullcoll.edu/bondprojects/files/FC%20-%20FMP%2030x42.pdf
•DLR Group Summary of Master Plan Update
at June 28 Board Meeting:
http://www.fullcoll.edu/bondprojects/files/Fullerton%20College
%20FMP%20Update%20Presentation%206.23.16.pdf
•Previous Agreement: http://207.233.82.253/Departments/FandF/FacilitiesBond/
documents/fcpecomplexneighborsmtg031109_000.pdf

The Orange County Registrar of Voters
has counted most of the ballots and there
is little that hangs in the balance. The
presidential count, the Fullerton Council
elections, the 65th Assembly race (Sharon
Quirk-Silva) and the 29th Senate race
(Josh Newman) are now resolved.
In those races the margin of victory of
the Democratic candidates (even in the
non-partisan race) widened each day.
Most dramatically Josh Newman who was
losing by about 4,000 votes on election
night ultimately won by more than 3,000
votes. Quirk-Silva led by only 829 votes
on election night. That widened to over
9,700 votes in a district half the size of
Newman’s.
In the presidential race Clinton carried
Orange County by over 100,000 votes
out of over 1.1 million cast. She carried
Fullerton (along with 21 other OC cities)
by over 7,000 votes out of 53,000 votes
cast; 7,000 more votes than the most popular Council candidate.
The Registrar’s website, OCVotes.com,
has maps showing how each precinct in
the county voted. The pattern is not surprising: where there are hills or beaches,
Trump was likely to win (except for
Laguna Beach and Seal Beach); on the
flatlands Clinton won, often by overwhelming margins. The same was true in
Fullerton. Trump carried many of the hill
precincts, some by narrow margins. (He is
currently leading in my precinct by 6
votes.)
While that result was predictable it still
tells an interesting story: Trump’s vote in
Orange County cannot be accounted for
solely by angry, unemployed, under-edu-

At Right: Damien Lloyd demonstrated the
impact of high density field lighting by holding a battery powered LED above his head
and asking people to look into the light.
stadium at Fullerton High School or renting the stadium at CSUF as alternatives.
Other concerns were also brought up.
Some felt there would be a higher incidence of crime with more nighttime activity and events that would bring strangers
into their neighborhoods at night. There
was a concern about biological impacts,
where lighting may disturb the wildlife
that frequent the hillside or the sheep in
the high school agricultural program. One
expressed the need to study the impact of
idling cars coming and going to events in
large numbers that would create a new
source of air pollution.
When residents gave examples of current problems such as some students
speeding, car alarm noise, and leaving
garbage in the street, Dr. Shulz said they
would attempt to direct students to park
on campus in the new parking structure.
When residents questioned whether
Measure J funds would be used for the
stadium, Dr. Shulz responded, “Nothing
related to Sherbeck field will be funded
with Measure J.”

Ling Ling Chang had the advantage of
experience in the legislature (although she
accomplished little, being in the minority)
cated white men. That is not who lives in and perhaps twice as much money.
the upscale precincts in OC. While that However she also had a pattern of being
demographic played a key role in the elec- loose with the truth, including about her
tion and it fits the narrative of the nation- birthplace (not in Diamond Bar), educaal media, there are just not that many of tion (no degree and not at Harvard), and
them. A lot of people in other demo- occupation (not a teacher). For some reagraphics voted for Trump as
son she did not pay to
well.
have a statement included
According to USC political
in
the sample ballot
With Newman’s
scientist Jane Junn, 53% of
where
most people read
win the
white women voted for Trump,
about a candidate. With
Democrats now so little information availa pattern consistent with white
women voting Republican for have a two-thirds able, probably a certain
the past 60 years [http://politicnumber of non-Asian
majority in
sofcolor.com/white-women-voteknowing nothing
both houses of voters,
republican/]. The erratic and
about either candidate,
the legislature; found her name a bit
inappropriate behavior of the
Republican candidate was
but that
exotic when paired with
“trumped” by party (and ideothe very mainstream
does not
logical) loyalty. Although a few
sounding
Josh Newman
mean much.
prominent Republicans defectand then chose a name
ed, most of the party faithful
that they found more
remained just that, faithful.
familiar. (It would be
The term “Yellow Dog
interesting to see research on that.)
Democrat” has a long history in the
Sharon Quirk-Silva’s victory was expectSouth, referring to people who would vote ed: in high turnout elections Democrats
for a yellow dog if it were on the ballot as are favored in close districts and vicea Democrat rather than vote for a versa. The question is, can the Democrats
Republican. In this election we now have find a way to hold onto the seat in two
evidence that Yellow Dog Republicans are years? With Newman’s win the Democrats
alive and well.
now have a two-thirds majority in both
Much data remains to be crunched and houses of the legislature, but that does not
a richer picture of the voting will emerge mean much. With the large majorities
in the ensuing months.
come more broadly based caucuses which
Locally: The Josh Newman victory was include many “moderate,” or businessa stunner. Newman is a newcomer to friendly Democrats. This is enhanced by
southern California politics and not a lot big money — much from oil companies
is known about his background and poli- —put into races in support of the more
tics. But all the background research that conservative candidate where there are
the well-funded Republicans did only two members from the same party runproduced one untoward incident in his ning. Many of these more conservative
life, and that happened 25 years ago.
candidates are supported in the expectation that they will oppose environmental
regulations and regulations in general.
The poster-girl for this trend, Cheryl
Brown, who helped kill environmental
legislation in 2015, was defeated in one of
the most expensive races in California this
November.
The election of Jesus Silva is still a surprise. While I explained what I thought
were the most important factors in the last
issue (e.g. a lot of work in the southern
precincts), I neglected to mention Larry
Bennett’s positions on Coyote Hills, the
recall and growth, all of which seem to be

An Interesting Period of Politics
by Vince Buck
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Dr. Shulz closed the evening saying,
“It’s our college. It’s your college.”
Attendees were directed to submit EIR
scoping comments by December 3. The
draft EIR is expected to be available for a
45-day public review in spring 2017. The
EIR is planned to be completed by summer 2017 and final comments will be
heard at a NOCCCD board meeting in
late summer 2017.
out of step with the overwhelming majority of Fullerton voters. Apparently, some
people have memories and vote on policy.
(Once we implement district voting, we
may see Bennett again.)
Jennifer Fitzgerald did her best to get
this Chamber-supported candidate elected, but he received only two-thirds of the
vote she got. He led Jane Rands by about
3,000 votes and trailed Silva by about
2,500 who — as the vote count went on nearly caught up with Bruce Whittaker in
second place. He currently trails by fewer
than 300 votes.
The dynamics of the Council will be
changed in unpredictable ways. Jan Flory
and Jennifer were closely aligned in the
last session. Flory has been replaced by
Silva who will nail down the left side of
the spectrum and has a mandate to speak
for the Latino precincts that he carried.
He will not have the relationship with
Fitzgerald that Jan did. Bruce Whitaker
with his consistent “no” votes occupies
the right. Greg Sebourn is comfortable in
that area as well but is more flexible in his
voting.
Jennifer is pretty much in the middle of
this Council seemingly representing the
Establishment/Chamber/growth segment
of the community. Doug Chaffee is probably to her left but is often unpredictable
and has stated from the chair that he views
his job as supporting what is “best for the
city,” dealing with “facts” and will not be
swayed by a “popularity contest,” a position that obscures more than it reveals.
It appears that the new Council will
have 5 independent centers of power with
no natural coalitions, although the more
mainstream grouping of Silva, Chaffee
and Fitzgerald will probably prevail on
many issues.
The new Council has important issues
before it, including the status of the city
manager, selection of a new police chief,
Coyote Hills, the status of the Hunt
Branch Library, and development in general including the revived Amerige Court.
The city manager provides more leadership than is generally realized and with his
status in doubt and the relationships of
the councilmembers in flux, this could be
one of the more interesting periods in
Fullerton Council history.
Dr. Vince Buck is a Fullerton resident,
a longtime Observer contributor,
and Emeritus Professor
of Political Science CSUF.
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INSIDE INFO

At Left:
Bob, the new owner of the
remodeled Wilshire Market
on Richman Avenue
and Wilshire.

Thanks for reading and to all of you who
responded to our monthly photo questions
in 2016, you made things fun here on page 6
& 7. It’s also good to hear from you in person. That lets us know you look forward to
seeing a variety of photos from different eras,
so we will keep it up in 2017. Last month
was a good one and lead to some conversations with lifelong Fullertonians. It is amazing how so many Observer readers have first
hand knowledge of just about every photo
we post, and at times share some historic and
personal perspective, which we will now
share with you here.

RENEW IN TOWN
For years, we heard the same refrain- “When
will we get a market Downtown?” That finally
happened when Mission Market opened on
Chapman and Harbor in 2013, and now,
down the road apiece, Lowes Wilshire Market
has made a comeback. Since a few of my
friends lived in that neighborhood back in the

‘70s, I became well acquainted with it. What a
convenience it was. Paul Archipley grew up
just around the corner and recalls- “It was a
great neighborhood market in my youth, well
known for its meat department. I blew my
allowance there often on candy bars (5 cents)
and comic books (10 cents). Two little old

At Left: Wilshire Theater seats by local photographer David Styffe
Below:
Volunteers take action as the old Furniture Company goes up in smoke.

El Sombrero
I only went inside once, and soon after, it
was closed down. Not my fault! I tried in
vain to get ahold of that sign, but to no avail.
I did manage to snap a photo before it disappeared into the ether, or more likely, into the
Brea Landfill. Shame.
Mike Juarez, a friend who I had lost contact with until he discovered my column,
supplied some very interesting comments
about the photo of the month, which was the
original Fullerton Fire Station. He mentioned that he got his bicycles licensed there,
and I thought you might like to see what the
early licenses looked like, (far before Mike’s
time of course). Wow, they were actually
miniature, metal license plates.

FIREHOUSE &
WILSHIRE THEATRE
He went on to tell me about his family,
who owned the El Sombrero for many years.
It was well known, and not just as a watering
hole. The iconic $1.25 green burrito will
ring a bell with some of you ‘old timers’, as
will his dad’s name, Ray Juarez, who weathered the many roughnecks who at times
called the place home. Apparently, Alfred
Hitchcock stopped by one day as well, a
Mexican boxing champion was a regular, and
there were live radio broadcasts taking place
in between arguments over pool games.

ladies staffed the cash registers and nabbed the kids
who tried to shoplift. Never
me, of course.”
The market closing left a
hole in the neighborhood so
of course now they are excited to have it back, remodeled, seemingly larger with a
more modern layout, but
fortunately they retained the
original façade and signs.
Here is new owner Bob
making sure you notice the
OPEN sign is lit, but of
course everyone within a
few blocks knows about it
already. Best of luck and let’s
hope the rumors of another
neighborhood market, the
former
Lakeman’s
Market/California Ranch
Market on Commonwealth,
will reopen soon as well.
That place was my convenience store when I lived on
North Yale Avenue back in
the ‘70s.

Jim Ertle, who once impersonated Babe Ruth and
belted a baseball from Amerige Park into the old ‘Juice
Factory’ parking lot across Highland, also recalled the
station from the last issue’s photo quiz, which was located across from a West Wilshire building where he later
came to own a business. The station was very near the
Wilshire Theatre. Many of you have stories about that
infamous Theatre, as do I, (think Rocky Horror Picture
Show, etc.), but I never knew a kid could pay admission
to a movie by turning in soda bottles. Both the Wilshire
and the Fox took them as payment. A truckload of bottles would not get anyone in now. Any Observers end
up with some of the original seats, pictured above in a
in an image taken by photographer David Styffe?
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PHOTO QUIZ & CROSSWORD

Fullerton Photo Quiz
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OUR TOWN CROSSWORD © 2016
“DISNEY HEROINES” by Valerie Brickey (answer key on page 19)

QUESTION:

Any of you live on this unusual street in Fullerton pictured
above, or know someone who does? Where is this?

SEND YOUR ANSWERS TO
MIKE at AllMedia@sbcglobal.net

LAST ISSUE’S
QUESTION &
ANSWER

ACROSS

Pictured at right is
our first Fire Station,
built in 1926.
Name the street
where it was
located.
Answer:
West Wilshire,
as you already found
out by reading the
“Firehouse” paragraph
on page 6.

Interim Police Chief
Selected
The City of Fullerton announced
the appointment of David H. Hinig as
the Interim Chief of Police. With the
November 11, 2016 retirement of
Chief Dan Hughes, the city sought the
services of an experienced chief to
assist with department oversight while
a recruitment process is conducted for
a permanent chief.
Chief Hinig served with the Arcadia
Police Department for nearly 40 years,
the last six of which were as Chief of
Police. Since his retirement in June
2005, he has served as interim chief of
police in the cities of Sierra Madre and
La Habra where he completed two
separate assignments, and most recently in Palos Verdes Estates.
When not working in police agencies Chief Hinig serves as the senior
law enforcement consultant for Kelly
Associates Management Group in
Fullerton. He also provides expert
witness assistance to law firms who

represent government entities where he specializes in personnel management and police
procedures. He holds a Bachelor’s Degree in
Applied Business Management from Azusa
Pacific University, an Associate Degree in
Police Science from Pasadena City College, a
Certificate in Emergency Management from
the University of California at Riverside and
is a graduate of the FBI National Academy.
Regarding his appointment, Chief Hinig
said, “I am extremely honored to be selected
to work with the men and women of the
Fullerton Police Department. The department has an excellent reputation in the law
enforcement community and I look forward
to assisting them as we transition to a permanent chief.”
Acting City Manager Gretchen Beatty said
she expects Chief Hinig to serve in the interim position for four to six months while the
police chief recruitment is conducted by an
executive recruitment firm.

Police Catch Peeping
Tom Burglary Suspect

Fullerton police arrested 21-year-old
Matthew Little suspected of peeping, prowling and attempted burglary on Nov. 30
around 9:30pm. Police were called to a residence in the 4200 block of W. Porter Ave
regarding a male peeking into the rear window of the home. The suspect fled before
police arrived and was last seen in the area of
Maxwell and Auto Center Drive in Buena
Park. After searching the area with assistance
of a helicopter the suspect was found and
arrested. He is thought to be involved in
other similar crimes throughout the county.
The public is asked to call Det. Murphy at
714-738-6880 with any information.

1. Young heroine in “Frozen”
5. Ointment
9. Malcolm-___ Warner
14. “Hud” Oscar winner Patricia
15. Woodwind
16. “Remember the ___!”
17. Drug cop
18. Smelting waste
19. Razor sharpener
20. Anointed
22. Kellogg’s Honey ___
23. Twosome
24. Cookbook direction
25. Slumbering heroine in
“Sleeping Beauty”
28. Ground-breaking project
32. Nine Inch Nails frontman Reznor
33. Bibliophile heroine in
“Beauty and the Beast”
34. “Entourage” agent Gold

DOWN
1. The “A” in A.D.
2. In the vicinity
3. The ___ Dog
(“The Office” nickname)
4. Prohibition era gangster
5. ___ and Herzegovina
6. More competent
7. Washerful
8. Strong-willed heroine in “Hercules”
9. Bejeweled heroine in “Aladdin”
10. Sacrificial tables
11. Painter Chagall
12. Run ___ (go wild)
13. Cuts off
21. Garfunkel’s bio?
22. Took the wrong way?
24. Former Secretary of Labor Hilda
25. Book of maps
26. Needed for a pregnancy test
27. Knot again

35. Lo-cal beer
36. Scientist Curie
37. Largest continent
38. Singer DiFranco
39. They’re sung
40. Illegal burn
41. Dessert made with caraway
43. Cal Poly city
44. Also-___ (losing contestants)
45. LA’s Langer’s ___
46. Llama relative
49. Long-haired heroine in “Tangled”
53. “He’s ___ duck”
54. Pat on the back?
55. Assistant
56. Europe’s longest river
57. Sheltered, at sea
58. 1 and 66
59. Aquatic heroine in
“The Little Mermaid”
60. Frau’s partner
61. In perfect condition
28. Get together
29. “She ___ much to offer”
30. Hunter in the night sky
31. New Orleans heroine in
“The Princess and the Frog”
33. Union and Chase
36. Disney’s newest heroine
37. One way a couple may walk
39. TV show starring Kerry Washington
40. “You’ve got mail” school?
42. Political commentator Matt
43. Dr. ___ (soda)
45. Risk taker
46. “___ voom!”
47. “Are you ___ out?”
48. e ___ (bacterial infection)
49. Wear the crown
50. Penne alternative
51. Barbara of “I Dream of Jeannie”
52. “___ we forget...”
54. “___, humbug!”

CAPRI SHOES
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HIGH SCHOOL BOARD HIGHLIGHTS

& commentary by Vivien Moreno
The Fullerton Joint Union High School District Board meets
at 7:30pm on the 2nd & 4th Tuesdays of each month
at district headquarters, 1051 W. Bastanchury Rd.
714-870-2800 • See the agenda at www.fjuhsd.net

Highlights from November 28 Meeting
Next board meeting is scheduled for December 13.

THE ILLUSIVE $18 MILLION
The $18 million in unspent funds left
in the budget which surprised the board
in September was finally explained by
business services summing up the
2015/16 fiscal year.
Dan Warden, from Vicenti, Lloyd, and
Stutzman CPA’s and interim Business
Services Assistant Superintendent Michael
Bishop explained that the unaudited actuals at the close of the 2015-2016 budget
year revealed areas of miscommunication
and misunderstanding between staff and
the rest of the district.
After a careful combing of the books,
Mr. Bishop explained the situations that
caused the overage. The overall take away
is that changes in educational funding,
large amounts of one-time funds, a few
areas of unexpected savings, and increased
local revenue combined last year to equal
about $13 million of unrestricted, available funds unspent.
This is how it happened. When categorical spending ended 4 years ago each program and service the district provided for
students had a special fund. The state dictated how much each fund had to have
and if it wasn’t spent by the end of the
year, the district lost the money.
The new local control funding formula
works differently. Many of the programs
and services are no longer required by the
state and if general fund money is not
spent one year, it can be committed, and
rolled over to the next school year.
However, business services did not
change the way the budget was set up for
spending allocations and left the funds in
place in order to apportion money to different programs and services throughout
the district. The money can roll over to
next year, but it needs to be counted as

unrestricted general funds.
After 4 years, some of the categories had
larger rollover fund balances due to the
new spending protocols. At the same time
business services lost certain key staff
members last year that strained the
department and this buildup of funds was
not communicated to the necessary people or to the trustees.
The audit revealed that business services had the right numbers correctly identified overall, but due to the combination
of new personnel, a large influx of school
funds from state and local resources, and
conservative budgeting expectations the
unusually large overage occurred.
Having too much money shouldn’t be
a great hardship, unless it comes during
labor negotiations, as it did this time.
During negotiations the district claimed
that FJUHSD was under undue fiscal
hardship so it could not grant both teachers and classified employees a respectful
wage increase after the long salary freeze.
Now that the true amount of unrestricted money has been revealed, hopefully the
district will quickly settle the current
CSEA negotiations in a transparent and
sensible manner as well as create a
renewed atmosphere of trust with the
teachers of the district with a more
respectful compensation package.
According to reports from a few parents
at Troy and Buena Park some teachers
posted flyers in their classrooms declaring
that they would not be providing extra
services not included in their contracts
such as lunchtime tutoring, attending
award dinners, or writing student recommendations until a fair contract was
arrived at. So teachers may also have some
trust to rebuild with families they serve.

FAKE GRASS FOR EVERY FIELD
The final presentation of the night was
a bid to approve artificial turf installation
in all the district stadiums. Todd Butcher,
Director of Facilities, presented a second
wave of information heavily in favor of
installing the turf as part of the stadium
bond projects. Artificial turf is currently
included in the state submitted design for
the approval of the FUHS stadium
upgrades, and Mr. Butcher previously
assured the trustees that this item could be
removed after approval with no delay of
the stadium project if the board desired.
Trustee Montoya commented on the
importance of community access and his
inclination to fulfill the athletic coaches’
desire for artificial turf. Trustee Buchi
asked about a significant 20-year cost
review of the turf maintenance since bond
projects need to last 20 years or longer.
Dr. Singer commented that Mr. Bucher
needed to provide a detailed list of the
new rules of community and student use
of the turf area. Mr. Butcher claimed that
the only change would be that no automobiles will be able to drive onto the area,
and there will no longer be any food
allowed in the stadium. Fireworks displays
will still be allowed. Graduation and other
ceremonies that include staged areas will
also be acceptable.
After the discussion in which trustees
Montoya, Buchi, and Singer all made various information requests concerning

costs and longterm impacts, President
Hathaway closed the discussion with an
impassioned speech saying that he had
received more than enough information
and wanted to get the ball rolling on
installing the turf and not holding up the
design process any longer (which as previously stated, it is not holding up any of
the stadium upgrade projects). He wants
to install artificial turf “to make the athletes safer, run faster” and “allow opportunities for the Buena Park and La Habra
students to get scholarships.” He also
wants to attract good outside athletic students to the district and this is “impossible without having artificial turf ” stadiums. He finished with saying that the
board should decide on this issue no later
than January or just drop it.
Trustee Buchi suggested that Mr.
Butcher provide the necessary information requested concerning costs at the
December 13th board meeting and the
board voted to postpone installation decisions until that date.
Athletic NCAA scholarships represent
only 2% of all scholarships offered. Each
stadium installation of turf will cost $1
million. FSTO president Marvin stated
that the coaches have requested that all
high schools have artificial turf. That
would require another $6 million of Bond
I money to athletic upgrades, not to mention maintenance and upkeep costs.

The four Parks Junior High band and orchestra students above
were among the 300 Fullerton students who enjoyed the day at USC.

Fullerton Instrumental Students at USC
Fullerton School District instrumental ized the trip for the last 12 years. He was
students from Parks Jr. High (director inspired by his friend Jim Bradford who is
Doug Boughter), Beechwood School part of the USC Band.
(director Mary Louise Uys), and Nicolas
Junor High (director Will Gearhart) made
the annual pilgrimage to USC as special
guests of the USC Trojan Marching Band.
The trip was an amazing experience for
music students who got to sit in on a
closed USC Trojan Marching Band
rehearsal and hear one of the finest college
bands of all time. Then all 300 Fullerton
students had dinner on the USC campus.
“This is the kind of trip that kids never
forget. They have a chance to get an upclose look at amazing collegiate musicians,
and visualize themselves in that position FSD Instrumental Directors Will Gearhart,
someday,” said FSD Instrumental Music
Mary Louise Uys and Doug Boughter
Director Doug Boughter, who has organ-

SCHOOL DISTRICT NOTES
by Jan Youngman
Fullerton School District Board meets at 6pm on
2nd & 4th Tuesdays of each month at district headquarters,
1401 W. Valencia Dr., Fullerton, 92833.
For agenda go to: www.fsd.k12.ca.us or call 714-447-7400

NOVEMBER 15 BOARD HIGHLIGHTS
Next meeting December 13
•CATCH ME AT MY BEST AWARD:
Pacific Drive 6th grade teacher Ms. Laura
Grover was honored at the board meeting.
She identified two students who needed
the challenge of a more advanced math
program and is now providing the 7th
grade math program for these students.
•FULLERTON EDUCATION FOUNDATION
AWARDED THE FOLLOWING GRANTS:
$10,000 to Mr. Chung for his Robot
Nation program at several of the schools;
$1,000 for the “Live Song” project at

Valencia Park; and $1,000 to Richman
teacher Sara Cooper for her coding program for students.
•INTERMURAL SPORTS COMPETITION AT
JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOLS: Park’s
Principal Dustin and Coach Hecht provided an update and video for this new
afterschool program. With full participation some schools even have cheerleaders
and marching bands at the games. You
can follow the action and upcoming activities at #fsdsl or @hecterster22.
THE

FACILITY PROJECT UPDATES
Stressing safety of students and staff as
their highest priority, staff provided an
update to the latest projects and upcoming projects. Staff has completed a walk of
all the sites and determined which projects could be funded. The district is no
longer receiving state funding for deferred
maintenance so all funding comes from
funds set aside, bond funds, developer fees
and Community Facility District funds.
•Parks Jr. High’s major HVAC project is
expected to be completed by the summer
of 2017.
Among other projects are: technology
infrastructure improvements; eight shade
structures in various schools; paving; playground improvements; STEAM labs at
various schools; and Ladera Vista arts
upgrades.

•Completed Projects: Woodcrest fence;
Fisler track; curb appeal projects at various sites; flagpole replacement; classroom,
Media Center and staff lounge upgrades
at various schools.
•Upcoming Projects: Prop 39 Energy
Projects (exterior lighting, gym lighting,
MRP lighting); Refrigeration units at the
central kitchen; Nicolas front fence;
Sunset Lane autism project with support
from Fullerton Cares; and board room
updates.
Summer 2017: Fisler improvements
funded by Standard Pacific Homes:
Covered walkway: kindergarten improvements; Innovation Center and an Arts
Program modular building. Parks Jr. High
Theatron Phase 2; Raymond curb appeal;
Nicolas band room and front office and
asphalt improvements throughout the district.
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Better To Be Safe Than Sorry

MAPLE ALUMNI COMMITTEE PRESENTS FINAL CHECK
by Bobby Melendez
After fifteen years of fundraising for
Maple School PTA, the Maple Alumni
Committee
(MAC)
along
with
Chairperson Kitty Jaramillo presented a
$15,900 check to Maple PTA President
Ana Camargo and Maple Principal Susan
Mercado. It was the final donation from
MAC to Maple PTA, whose donations to
the school have totaled approximately
$150,000 since 1999.
The event was bittersweet. It was joyful
that the lifelong friends and former Maple
students of MAC had worked for so many
years to help their old neighborhood
school and the students to thrive, but, the
event was also filled with sadness as it was
the final donation.
MAC fundraising efforts ended prematurely with actions taken last year by the
Fullerton Elementary School District to
discontinue MAC’s longtime use of
Maple PTA’s tax-exempt number for
fundraisers for the school. Both the students and Maple School will be impacted
by that decision which prematurely ended
a successful fundraising apparatus that the
school needs.
MAC generated proceeds through
reunion dance tickets combined with
matching funds from Northrop
Grumman and the Walmart Corporation,
in addition to various underwriters from
alumni and local businesses such as DeDe
Dawson, McAulay & Wallace, Judith A.
Kaluzny and the Fullerton Police Officers
Association, amongst others.
But after the school district’s decision,
which cut MAC’s financial underwriting
capacity to stage fundraising events the
members regretfully decided to disband.
Also taken into consideration was that the
annual reunion attendance had been
declining in recent years as the alumni
grew older and recruitment of the next
generation alumni to sustain the organization had proved unfruitful. MAC members could see there would be a natural
end but they just didn’t expect it to come
so suddenly.
Many years of coordinating the
reunions, organizing Maple Career Days
and participating in Maple Cinco De
Mayo celebrations as well as working with
wonderful Maple principals, Harriet
Herman, Glenda Thompson and Susan
Mercado were coming to an end.
MAC members agreed it was rewarding
and fulfilling to help for so many years,
whether it was raising funds for laptops, a
new school marquee, field trips, software
programs and books for the media center
or just seeds, soil & plants for the school
garden.
Over Maple School’s 92-year history
generations of families living in the surrounding neighborhood attended; AngloAmericans, Mexican-Americans, Asian-

Americans and African-Americans.
Thousands of friendships were formed
and school ground experiences were
shared from the school’s opening in 1924
when the citrus industry dominated the
area economy - through the Dust Bowl
years which brought students from
Oklahoma and Arkansas to Maple - and
then when desegregation closed Maple
School in 1972 (the school was reopened
in 1996 after neighborhood parents petitioned the school district). Former students from each of these groups have
attended the annual Maple Reunion
dances over the years, in addition to presenting their careers at the many Maple
Career Days organized by MAC, Maple
School and the Maple Student Council.
Maple Reunions started in 1985 as
yearly picnics with a group of Maple
friends. The picnics evolved into the
annual fundraiser reunion events in 1999
bringing the alumni together for dancing,
reminiscing and fun while at the same
time raising money for the school
through ticket sales, underwriting, and
matched funds.
The end brings to memory the many
facilities housing our annual reunion
dances, such as the former Fullerton
Senior Center, Ebell Women’s Club, the
Lemon Park Community Center and lastly at the new Fullerton Community
Center in October 2015.
The annual fundraisers also allowed the
history of the Maple area to be presented
through the openness of the Fullerton
Observer. Various articles were published
before each annual event with stories
related to that year’s theme; Maple Sports
Heroes, Successful Alumni, Former
Maple Principals, Lemon Park Murals,
Oldest Families Residing in the Maple
Area and more.
It was a great run and hopefully MAC’s
example encourages former students from
the various Fullerton elementary schools
to organize their own alumni committees
and do good things.
Special thanks to the Maple
Neighborhood, Maple School teachers
and principals and the general Fullerton
community for all the support.

My school is my happy place but one
day I couldn't feel any happiness at all. I
got very scared. Actually, most of the kids
in school got scared. It was because we
experienced an actual lockdown for the
first time.
We were outside in the field for our
Physical Education class when the bell
rang for emergency lockdown. We were
not scared at first. We simply followed our
teacher to a safe place. It was when we all
settled down in the dark place and became
silent that fear started to creep in. My
classmates started to cry. Some began to
pray. I was awfully cramped and squished.
All of us were huddled up and would
rather be uncomfortable than die. We
waited in the safe place until
it was announced that it was
OK to come out. It turned
out that the threat was only a
prank. Phew! It scared the
foot out of my shoe!
Whether we like it or not,
our school can go into lockdown when there is a serious
threat. The BIG question is,
are we ready? Do we know
what to do if this actually
happens?
Our school has a plan and we practice it
through a lock down drill. Parents also
attended a safety seminar in school recently so they know what we were taught to
do during a lockdown. I have learned that
the lockdown warning has three levels.
The first level means that there is an incident or police activity near our school so
we have to be alert. If the incident or
police activity is right outside our campus,
the alert level goes up to caution. If the
incident or police activity is inside the
campus the alert level becomes an emergency. We should know what to expect
during a lockdown so we are better prepared. We will be kept safe inside our
classrooms that have been locked up. If
the lockdown is on alert and caution levels, we could still have rest room breaks
provided we are escorted. if it is an emer-

gency lock down which is the third level,
we have to remain locked inside the classrooms and away from doors and windows.
Lights are turned off and cellphones are
put in silent modes.
We have a separate protocol for an
active shooter threat in school. It is called
RUN, HIDE, FIGHT. If escape is possible, our teacher will guide us to an escape
route and hide. If it is recess or break
time, the school guards will guide us to an
escape route and hide. If we are inside the
classroom, once the teacher has locked
down the room, we should help her barricade the door with tables and chairs then
hide far from the windows and door,
maybe use tables turned to the sides as
cover. If there is no
chance to run and hide,
the last protocol is to
fight. We can use anything that will distract or
incapacitate the threat.
The most sensitive parts
of the body are the eyes,
face and groin.
I am thankful I have
learned these things.
Looking back to our
school lockdown incident, I realized that
it is important to be BRAVE and overcome our fear. When we start crying, we
might not hear important instructions, we
will create noise when we are supposed to
have complete silence, and other kids will
start crying, too. We need to have a lot of
PATIENCE. While we were hiding, it
was very uncomfortable. I decided to sing
in my mind so as not to feel bad that I was
being squished. Some of my classmates
started praying. I think it is a good idea
because it helps us CALM DOWN.
I do believe in God, I pray, and I believe
that good will overcome evil. Having a
plan like the things I have mentioned is
the first step to overcome evil. Mom said
it is good to be prepared but that I should
not think too much of it because life has
so much to offer like my new fave game,
Roblox. Be safe, everyone!

8th grade
students
of Parks
Junior High
prepared
their
information
booths
for the
waves
of 7th
graders
eager to
learn about
their
college
options.

College Con Enrichment for Students
by Hannah Torres
Colleges across the world provide students with amazing educations and bright
futures. The one main question about colleges though, is which ones to apply to,
and which one to attend. Well, the students at Parks Jr. High School do not have
to wonder anymore! This is because Parks
held Fullerton School District’s very first
annual College Con on November 9th.
This faire enriches young minds and
encourages them to think about what
kind of future they would like to have.
Mr. Sonny, the health teacher at Parks,

introduced the guests, including representatives from some of the colleges. Then
students walked to the lower field where
the 8th grade iPersonalize students had set
up amazing trifolds on colleges from
across the US. Each exhibit was represented by a group of three to five students.
The first ever FSD College Con provided
students with many reasons to continue
learning, and preparing for college.
The teachers and staff were proud of
the students who had worked hard to
make sure that fellow students could picture what school they may want to go to.
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Community Connections Fair
by Jane Rands
At 9:30am on November 18 the Ladera
Vista Jr. High Performance Center was
abuzz with teams of seventh grade students from Fisler, Ladera Vista, and Parks
Junior High Schools eager to present their
projects at the Community Connections
Fair. After a formal opening and a few
words about volunteerism from Minard
Duncan, a former school teacher, vice
principal, and district trustee, guests were
set-off to learn from the students about
local community organizations like the
Boy Scouts, Crittenden Services, All the
Arts for All the Kids, and many others.
There was a team of students at each
information station. Students had prepared essays discussing the purpose of the
community charity or business and how
one may help support them. At the booth,
one student would give a synopsis of the
essay in their own words. A handmade
graphic display board provided a visual
aid while speaking. Some teams offered
buttons, stickers, printed handouts,
bracelets, and other giveaways they had
created. Students prepared interactive
games or questionnaires for guests to participate. QR codes were available to scan
with one’s smart phone to access a video
or Google slide presentation.

There was a range of creativity and variation to the approach each team took to
communicate to the public the value of
their chosen community organization.
After a short 45-minute viewing period,
the “Top Display” from each school was
called to the stage. Fullerton School
District (FSD) Superintendent Dr. Bob
Pletka thanked the participants and closed
the event. When it was over, the kids
quickly folded their displays, lined up,
and began filing out of the auditorium to
return to their classes.
The event proved to be a success for
these students whose language arts teachers chose to participate in this pilot project of the FSD’s iPersonalize blended
learning program. “It was more successful
than I had anticipated. The kids just ran
with it,” said Dr. Matthew Barnett, the
Fullerton School District’s Director of
Education Services in a phone interview
following the event.
Similar iPersonalize programs have been
and are being created for grades four
through eight as an alternative to “textbook learning.” The idea and curriculum
are unique to FSD. Dr. Pletka conceived
iPersonalize as a means for students to
have a creative learning experience with
an immersive technical component. New
curriculum is developed using
off-the-shelf software and an
in-house developer to customize it and make it all work.
There are other projects
similar to “Community
Connections” for other grade
levels. Eighth grade has a
“College Convention” program to help start thinking
about educational goals (see
page 9 “College Con” story).
Fifth graders have the “Story
Angels” project that includes
interviewing a senior citizen
and then retelling their story
digitally and in writing.
There are some new programs under development
outside of language arts. A
new math program teaching
quadratic equations is coming
online. And seventh graders
will be getting a new handson science project for identifying invasive plant species
while visiting a local park.

The Public Library display created by
Audrey Seo, Lois Lee, Alicia Lee, and Ashley Kim.

UNDERSTANDING INFLAMMATION
Inflammation has been likened to
fire in that it is a smoldering process
that has the potential to injure tissues, joints, and blood vessels.
“Acute inflammation” helps the
body deal with injury and disease by
introducing white blood cells that
surround the injured or diseased area
and fight off invaders that might
cause infection. This explains why
cuts and bruises lead to redness,
heat, and swelling around tissues
and joints. On the other hand, when
“chronic inflammation” sets in,
white blood cells flood the problem
and end up attacking healthy tissues
and organs nearby. With this in

mind, it is important to treat the
inflammation associated with gum
disease because it can lead to tooth
loss and problems elsewhere.
Inflammation can travel all over
the body, which is why chronic gum
disease can contribute to heart disease and other health issues.
Visit your dentist and hygienist
regularly for check-ups and professional cleanings. These visits are
important even if you’re one of those
people who rarely gets a cavity
because the dentist also checks for
the early signs of gum disease, oral
cancer, and other potentially serious
problems.
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The Amerige Brothers Real Estate Office
Fullerton’s beginnings are tied to the
Amerige brothers and their famous real
estate office. When they first opened its
door for business in a mustard field in
1887, they could not predict how successful they would be.
Fast forward to the present - their building was designated as a State of California
Point of Historical Interest on July 29,
2016. It is the first building in Fullerton
to receive this designation. The building
is not eligible for the National Register
because it has been moved so many times
and no longer has its original setting.
Constructed by two German carpenters, the realty office was built in Anaheim
and moved to Fullerton in 1887. The
small office of 320 sq. ft. was located at
the southwest corner of Spadra Road
(now
Harbor
Boulevard)
and
Commonwealth Avenue and was originally used by the Fullerton town founders to
sell land and insurance. Because there
were no other buildings in the newly created town site, the Amerige brothers also
used the building as a home.
The brothers were prosperous grain
merchants from Malden, Massachusetts,
who decided to become part of the 1886
Southern California land boom. They
purchased 430 acres on May 18, 1887, for
$68,250. On July 5, 1887, Edward
Amerige drove the first stake in a field of
mustard at what is now the northeast corner of Commonwealth Avenue and
Harbor Boulevard, and the surveying of
the new site commenced. A map of the
new town site was filed with Los Angeles
County (Orange County was not incorporated until 1889) on August 18, 1887.
Thus the town of Fullerton was founded.
The brothers realized that the competition for people to populate the several
towns being proposed in the area was
intense. They saw the need for easy access

for people to reach their fledgling town.
The solution came when they learned that
the Santa Fe Railroad was seeking a route
from Los Angeles to San Diego. They
convinced George Herbert Fullerton, who
was employed by Santa Fe to establish the
exact route, to bring the railroad through
their town, which was to be named
Fullerton.
Unlike the land boom speculators, the
brothers were serious in their desire to
build a real town and live in it. Indeed,
both brothers lived here for the rest of
their lives. At the height of the land boom
there were 25 new towns plotted in the 36
miles between Los Angeles and San
Bernardino – a town every 1.5 miles. The
boom went bust in 1888; many of the
“paper” towns never saw any development.
For the next decade the brothers continued to add buildings and amenities to the
town. They quickly planted and developed a sixty-acre walnut orchard and constructed the town’s first significant building, the three-story St. George Hotel
(named for George Amerige), which was
completed on February 28, 1888, for
$54,000. The brothers also gave land to
businessmen with the understanding that
they were to construct commercial buildings on it.
As we look around our town today, we
can give thanks for the vision and determination of the Amerige brothers and be
impressed that all of this started in a 320
square foot building that still occupies a
prominent spot in our community.
Fullerton Heritage, an all volunteer non-profit,
is dedicated to preserving Fullerton’s past for the
future through activities including educating
the public about the city’s historic past and preserving noteworthy buildings. Visit the website
www.fullertonheritage for more information.

REGISTRATION
IS NOW OPEN!
• INDOOR & OUTDOOR LESSONS
• PRE-COMPETITIVE CLASSES
• WATER POLO SKILLS CLASSES
• PARENT & TOT LESSONS
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The pathway to the OC Agricultural and Nikkei Heritage Museum.

VIDEO OBSERVER
by Emerson Little © 2016

Museum at the Fullerton Arboretum
Walking through the Fullerton
Arboretum, I came upon a small museum
in the arboretum’s visitor center. Most
Fullerton residents are probably unaware
that the Orange County Agricultural and
Nikkei Heritage Museum even exists, but
it’s been open for ten years and is free to
the public. Currently, there are two exhibitions: “Two Roads, One Journey” shows
what a school day is like for two students,
one from China and one from the United
States, while the “Only Owls” exhibition
showcases owl-themed artwork. To get an
inside look at the exhibitions, take a look
at my most recent YouTube video by
clicking on the following link:
https://youtu.be/3fp4929M0nE.
The Fullerton Arboretum worked with
Cal State Fullerton to open the museum
to the public on March 20, 2006. Its purpose is to highlight the history, development, and impact of agriculture, as well as
the contributions of the Japanese
American community and the local pioneer families, to the growth of Orange
County. Instrumental in creation of the
museum was Clarence Iwao Nishizu (who
was also involved in the passage of the
Civil Liberties Act of 1988 which granted
reparations to Japanese Americans
forcibly confined during World War II).
Some of the other families who donated
and participated in founding the museum
include the Knott, Kramer, Chapman and
Nerio families. According to its website,
the Orange County Agricultural and
Nikkei Heritage Museum states “that history does not happen in a vacuum and
many people had and have roles in the
development of agriculture...”

“Two Roads, One Journey,” which is
presented by The Museum of Teaching
and Learning, runs until December 11th.
It reveals the power and cultural influences of education in both the United
The gallery currently showing drawings of owls.
States and China. There are two colored
paths on the floor of the museum: one is
Compare that with an American class- was well worth the time and energy. Even
blue for the American boy, Sam, while the
other is red for the Chinese girl, Ping. I room, where the teacher is in charge of those who are not interested in wildlife or
followed both the blue and red paths, about thirty-five students. The exhibit nature will probably enjoy this exhibit.
which took me through an ordinary makes for an interesting learning experi- “Only Owls” runs until January 8th,
2017. So don’t worry, there’s still plenty of
school day in the lives of Sam and Ping. ence that the entire family can enjoy.
Moving along to the next exhibition, I time to see it. The exhibit is free, but a
On a more personal note, my mom grew
up in Hong Kong, so she was able to found myself looking at meticulously donation is suggested.
drawn pictures of owls.
Stepping outside the museum, I
closely relate to Ping’s
It was like walking explored the visitor center. The roof
experience. Along both
“Two Roads,
through an art gallery resembles that of the packing houses used
paths, there were pictures
One
Journey,”
completely dominated by the citrus industry in the early 1900s.
for every hour of the
which is presented
by owls. There was a The visitor center was built around the
school day.
wide array of artwork existing gardens and grounds of the
by The Museum of
For Sam’s daily routine,
some of the photographs Teaching and Learning, from the Woodson Art arboretum. From the outside, it looked
Museum’s collection, like there was a room on top of the musewere taken at Golden Hill
runs until
ranging from charcoal um that was not open to the public.
Elementary. I recognized
December 11th.
and ink pictures to
I exited the same way I entered by folthe blacktop area with the
It reveals the
watercolors and wood- lowing a small dirt path leading in back of
cafeteria and lunch tables
power and cultural
cuts. Each artist cap- the visitor center to the parking lot. So the
in the background from
tured the night-hunting next time you visit the arboretum, check
influences of
my time at Golden Hill.
bird’s distinctive features out the Orange County Agricultural and
What I found rather intereducation in both
perfectly. I took the time Nikkei Heritage Museum.
esting was that in the
the United States
to look at the displays,
In order to view my video of the museChinese school system,
and China.
discovering the owl’s um and its exhibits, visit the Fullerton
students have to learn to
peculiar facial discs. The Observer website, click on the “Videos”
write more than four
thousand characters. In America, students feathers looked as if they were actually tab and click on the words “Emerson
real.
Little YouTube Channel,” which should
only have to write twenty-six letters.
What makes an owl the ideal subject for take you directly to my page.
In a corner of the exhibition was a simple portrayal of a Chinese classroom. I was a piece of art? Maybe it’s the yellow, hawkVideo Column Suggestions?
able to open a Chinese workbook and like eyes that captured the artist’s attenReaders with suggestions about an
look at Ping’s penmanship. In a Chinese tion, or maybe it’s the facial discs that
classroom, a teacher has about sixty stu- direct sound to ears on the sides of its interesting event or historic location that
head. It’s hard to tell why the artists did would make a good video column can
dents to watch over.
what they did, but what I can say is that it email me at littleemerson1@gmail.com.
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Kristian Vu Bostic
Top ACT Score
Kristian Vu Bostic, a 15 year old Junior
at Troy High School in Fullerton, earned
the highest possible ACT composite score
of 36. On average, less
than one-tenth of 1 percent of students who
take the ACT earn a top
score. In the U.S. high
school graduating class
of 2016, only 2,235 out
of nearly 2.1 million
graduates who took the
ACT earned a composite
score of 36.
The ACT consists of
tests in English, mathematics, reading and science, each scored on a scale of 1–36. A
student’s composite score is the average of
the four test scores.
Kristian intends to pursue a degree in
Bioengineering in college. He enjoys

CONGRATULATIONS

karate, playing goalie with his Troy High
School and club water polo teams, and
competing with the Troy High School
Science Olympiad team. Kristian is a
member of the National Honor Society,
Peer Tutoring Club, and a board member
for the Vietnamese Club at Troy.
Chief Executive Officer
Marten Roorda stated,
“Your achievement on the
ACT is significant and
rare. While test scores are
just one of multiple criteria
that most colleges consider
when making admission
decisions, your exceptional
ACT composite score
should prove helpful as
you pursue your education
and career goals.”
ACT test scores are accepted by all
major U.S. colleges. Exceptional scores of
36 provide colleges with evidence of student readiness for the academic rigors that
lie ahead. Visit www.act.org for more.

Maestro Carl St. Clair presents
Mary Moore with the Marcy Award
Fullerton Pacific Symphony Music
Director Maestro Carl St. Clair surprised local philanthropist Mary
Moore with the crystal Marcy Award
as a highlight of the recent MAMM
Alliance
Tenth
Anniversary
Celebration held at the Los Coyotes
Country Club. The award, named for
pioneer Fullerton resident and OC
cultural activist, Marcellina Arroues
Mulville, recognized Moore’s exceptional record of providing outstanding support for individual artists and
local institutions. Moore has long
encouraged the MAMM Alliance, a
non-profit organization that raises
funds specifically to support the performing arts students at California
State University Fullerton through its
College of the Arts. Call Renee
Gillespie at (657) 278-8683 for more
information on the Alliance.

2016

Lindzey Reust Selected to Perform
at Carnegie Hall
Outstanding local high
school student Lindzey
Reust has been selected for
the 2017 High School
Honors Performance Series
at Carnegie Hall. She will
perform 2nd Alto in
February with the Honors
Concert Choir.
Participation in one of
the five Honors Ensembles
is limited to the highestrated high school performers from across the world.
Earlier this year, Lindzey auditioned
for the Honors Performance Series and
was accepted as one of 750 finalists from
a field of over 18,000 nominations.
Acceptance to the elite group is a direct
result of the talent, dedication, and
achievements demonstrated in her application and audition recording. Lindzey
will join other performers from all states,
Guam, two Canadian provinces, and a
number of foreign countries for a special
performance at world-famous Carnegie
Hall, a venue that marks the pinnacle of
musical achievement.
Lindzey has studied music for 14 years
and in response to her selection as a finalist she said, “It’s truly a miracle. I’m so
excited and humbled to be selected for

this amazing experience.
I’m even more excited that
I’ll be able to share this
with my family who will be
coming with me to New
York.”
Finalists will come
together in New York City
for five days in February
2017. They will have the
opportunity to learn from
world-renowned conductors, work with other finalists, and get a taste of New York City. Two
performances, an Honors Choral
Performance and an Honors Instrumental
Performance, will take place Sunday,
February 5, and are open to the public.
Tickets can be purchased beginning 60
days prior to the performance through the
Carnegie Hall box office.
The Honors Performance Series was
created to showcase accomplished individual high school performers on an international level by allowing them to study
under master conductors and perform in
the celebrated venue, Carnegie Hall. The
Honors Performance Series is presented
by WorldStrides, the nation’s leading educational travel organization. Learn more
by visiting www.honorsperformance.org
and www.worldstrides.com.

NoDAPL

Stay informed about what is happening to the Water Protectors
at Standing Rock as they peacefully protest the Dakota Access Pipe Line
oil pipeline being routed beneath their water supply.

VISIT
www.standingrock.org
www.sacredstonecamp.org
www.nativenewsonline.net
indiancountrytodaymedianetwork.com
and www.democracynow.org

Carol Mattson Inducted into International
Educators Hall of Fame
Fullerton College faculty member Dr.
Carol Mattson was inducted into the
International Educators' Hall of Fame at
the 23rd annual ceremony which took
place at The Phoenix Club in Anaheim.
Dr. Mattson said returning
to college at the age of 30 was
a major turning point in her
life. She was inspired by her
sisters, Velda and Sharon, who
are also educators. Her wonderful counselor and supportive professors at Fullerton
College
and
Chapman
University continually encouraged her, and now it is her
desire to do the same for every
student she meets.
She is currently counseling and teaching at Fullerton College and working with
an intern from CSUF to develop a program for re-entry students, age 24 years or
older.
Mattson is the author of Women in
Bloom: Personal Stories of Women Who
Returned to College and Other Words of
Inspiration among other works. She is also
in the process of editing a collection of
her mother's poetry entitled The Minds
Little Corner.
She served as executive producer for
Mendez vs. Westminster: Families for
Equality, a 2010 film written and directed
by Erica Bennett. Social science students
participated as actors and families connected to the court case were interviewed.
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The film aired on PBS.
Dr. Mattson, an alumna of Fullerton
College, earned her Doctorate in
Educational Leadership from CSUF and
Master of Arts Degree in Counseling with
a career emphasis from
Chapman University.
In collaboration with the
YWCA she started facilitating Moxie, a group to
empower women. (Moxie
is a slang term for the ability to face difficulty with
spirit and courage).
At Fullerton College,
beyond serving students,
she negotiated a contract
to have Jack and Elaine
LaLanne come to motivate faculty and
inspire a holistic approach to professional
development that included physical fitness.
Her advice to youth today is "Get started and be confident. Learn as much as
you can. Hang with people who contribute to your personal and professional
growth. Be the best you can be. Don't
look back unless you are doing so to learn
from past mistakes and never worry about
things outside of your control.”
Dr. Patricia Adelekan founded the nonprofit Youth on the Move, Inc.
International Educator's Hall of Fame to
inspire youth and to honor outstanding
educators. Today, there are more than
500 inductees from 20 countries.
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Hacksaw Ridge: Two Hits
Okinawa, an island 340 miles from Japan, saw the
largest amphibious assault in the Pacific theater during
World War II. Allied forces needed this island as a naval
and air base for the planned invasion of Japan. Starting on
April 1, 1945, and ending more than two months later,
the invasion of Okinawa employed four U.S. army
Divisions; two Marine Corps Divisions; and continual
bombardment from Naval battleships. The dead and
wounded exceeded one hundred thousand.
A tall, sheer escarpment called Hacksaw Ridge becomes
the military focus of this Mel Gibson production, his first
in ten years. Gibson compresses the action of one U.S.
Army platoon as it wages a 36-hour assault resulting in
one of the bloodiest battles of the war. Not since
Spielberg’s “Saving Private Ryan,” has the screen depicted
such battlefield carnage. Yet, with an odd irony, the figure central to this film, Private Desmond Doss (Andrew
Garfield), is a pacifist who refuses to carry a rifle but who
rescues under enemy fire over 75 wounded soldiers.
The movie “Hacksaw Ridge” begins more than ten
years earlier as a young Desmond (Darcy Bryce) scampers
with his brother up one of Virginia’s Blue Ridge mountains. Later the boys play-fight and in a Cain-and-Abel
moment, Desmond hurls a rock that seriously injures his
brother. While waiting for the beating he knows he will
get from his father (Hugo Weaving), Desmond stares at
a large religious drawing with the words: “Thou shalt not
kill.” Buttressed by his Seventh Day Adventist beliefs,
Desmond vows never to break this commandment.
Now grown, and in the weeks following America’s entry
into World War II, Desmond donates his blood at a local
hospital. The occasion proves pivotal, for he not only falls
in love with nurse Dorothy (Teresa Palmer) but he finds
himself drawn to all things medical. Dorothy loans
Desmond a medical book, which becomes the source of
much he will need to know in order to train as a medic.
Inspired by his brother’s eagerness to join the war effort,
Desmond enlists in the U.S. Army, but finds enormous
pushback from the military when he refuses to carry a
rifle. He has made it clear that he is a conscientious
objector and wants to serve as a medic instead of a fighter; Desmond is, nevertheless, required to learn to care for
and to carry a rifle. Barking orders, his vituperative drill
sergeant (Vince Vaughn) castigates him for his refusal to
follow an order, even though Desmond is a pacifist. His
fellow recruits, including Smitty (Luke Bracey), mentally
and physically abuse him for his odd behavior.
Desmond’s commanding officer, Captain Glover (Sam
Worthington), sends him to a military psychiatrist. After
several unsuccessful sessions, Desmond is sent up to be
court-marshaled. Only an unexpected and odd intervention saves him, preserving his right to go into battle
unarmed with only a Bible and a medic’s bag.
The bloody and harrowing invasion of Okinawa
encompasses the remainder of the movie. Director
Gibson leaves no gore un-filmed: bodies with heads
blown off, rats nibbling on severed limbs, corpses used as
body shields, viscera oozing from internal organs, and
bodies burning from flame-throwing weapons. The
unarmed Desmond miraculously tends the wounded and
even after the battle is over, carries wounded soldiers
down the rope ladders of Hacksaw Ridge to the makeshift
beachfront hospitals.
Disabled combat veterans who have seen this movie
find it realistic and express admiration for the unarmed
real-life medic who skirted danger and saved so many
lives. After the war, Desmond Doss became the first conscientious objector ever to be awarded the Medal of
Honor.
Much has been reported about Mel Gibson’s bad-boy
behavior when ten years ago he spewed hateful misogynistic and racist comments. He now apologizes for that
behavior, blaming it on a persistent drinking problem,
which he says he has overcome. Hollywood is famous for
giving errant actors and directors a second chance, and
Gibson’s career seems to have reemerged, having received
$40 million from investors to finance this costly war film.
Gibson soon will direct a filmed version of the wellreceived and widely read book “The Professor and the
Madman.”

Two Hits: Don’t Miss It!
A Hit & A Miss: You Might Like It.
Two Misses: Don’t Bother.

MON, DEC 5
•10am-2pm: Annual Boat Parade of Lights at Dana
Point Harbor begins with a boat ride with Santa Claus
launching from Dana Wharf Sportsfishing. The annual
Boat Parade takes place Dec. 9, 10, 16 and 17 at 7:30pm.
Free family activities are hosted throughout Mariner’s
Village, Alley and Wharf beginning at 5:30pm. Parking is
available for $2 per hour at Doheny State Beach lot with
free trolleys running from 4:30 to 10:30pm. For more info
visit DanaPointHarbor.com
•6:30pm: American Pacific Ballet Company
Nutcracker performs at Plummer Auditorium, 201 E.
Chapman Ave., Fullerton. This is the full length version
with professionals Kate Kadow of State Street Ballet and
Cuban-born dancer Taras Domitro, a principal with San
Francisco Ballet in the staring roles of Sugar Plum Fairy
and the Cavalier along with dance-trained children from
the Academy of Dance School in Santa Ana in the remaining roles. Tickets are $18 to $30 at
www.showclix.com/event/nutcracker2016.
•7pm: Holiday Concert w/Partners in Chime a 20member orchestra of handheld chime ringers performs
Osborne Auditorium, Fullerton Public Library, 353 W.
Commonwealth. Free
TUES, DEC 6
•6:30pm: Fullerton City Council Meeting at City
Hall, 303 W. Commonwealth at Highland. West Coyote
Hills update; Measure M2 report; Brea Dam/St Jude parking lot amendment; vacation of unneeded utility easements at 770 S. Harbor; Tanko lighting contract award;
Form 700 filer designation; group insurance programs;
City/Police Management Assoc. agreement; Olive storm
drain project award; Water Heroes certificates.
WED, DEC 7
•8am-1pm: Every Wednesday Farmers Market at
Independence Park next to the DMV on Valencia between
Euclid and Highland in Fullerton. Fresh produce including fruit, vegetables, eggs, flowers, plants, baked goods,
nuts, and more straight from the farmer. Easy parking.
Rain or shine Every Wednesday.
•10am: Pearl Harbor Day Remembrance Ceremony
will take place at the Hillcrest Park War Memorial, at
Hillcrest Park on Harbor Blvd. Members of the public are
invited to attend as the Fullerton American Legion Post
142 observes the 75th anniversary of Pearl Harbor with a
brief ceremony and floral presentation. Call the Fullerton
American Legion for more information at 714-871-2412.
•6pm: Independent Film Series at Osborne
Auditorium, Fullerton Public Library, 353 W.
Commonwealth features the 2015 film “Steve Jobs.” Free
•7pm-9pm: Town & Gown: An American in Luanda
a lecture and discussion takes a look at American
Protestant missionaries who first arrived in Angola in the
late 19th century. Their missions, schools, and hospitals
left an indelible mark on the Portuguese colony that lasted well into the post-colonial era. Dr. Kate Burlingham,
assistant professor of history at CSUF, explores what their
work means to the larger history of the US in Africa and
the world. Free at the Fullerton Public Library, 353 W.
Commonwealth. 714-738-6333
THURS, DEC 8
•Noon-1:30pm: Celebration of Poetry, at the Atrium
Gallery of the Pollak Library, CSUF, 800 N. State College
Blvd. Annual poetry reading series and anthology launch.
The 26 contemporary American poets in the anthology
represent a wide range of syles, voices, and cultures. They
include emerging and accomplished poets who have garnered honors such as MacArthur “Genius Grant”
Fellowship, National Book Critics Circle Award, The Walt
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THURS, DEC 8 continued
Whitman Award, Poet Laureate of the US, and
more. Free but please RSVP to Irena Praitis at
ipraitis@fullerton.edu,
Jie
Tian
at
jtian@fullerton.edu
FRI & SAT, DEC 9 & 10
•9am-2pm: Sugar Plum Flea Market, at the
Muckenthaler Cultural Center, 1201 W. Malvern,
Fullerton. All kinds of unique items and gently used
merchandize for sale with all proceeds supporting
Muckenthaler programming. Free admission. Call
714-738-6595 or visit www.theMuck.org for more
information.
SAT, DEC 10
•10am: One-Day Book Sale at the Fullerton
Public Library Conference Center Lobby, 353 W.
Commonwealth, features fiction, children’s books
and books on special subjects. Sponsored by the
Friends of the Fullerton Public Library.
•2pm: Garret Hart Lecture, at Pollak Library,
Room #130, CSUF, 800 N. State College Blvd.
Hart is professor and dean of the division of radioTV-film at CSUF. He was president of Paramount
Network for 11 years before joining CSUF and
managed over $1 billion in annual production
activities. Free
•7:30pm:
Navidad
with
Danza
Floricanto/USA, A performance by the oldest professional Mexican folk dance troupe in LA follows
folklorico through the times from Azteca dancers to
contemporary as a grandmother tells her granddaughter of her heritage. Shannon Center, 6760
Painter Ave, Whittier 90601. Tickets: (562)9074203. $20-$25
SUN, DEC 11
•11:30am-1pm: Santa & his Elf at Fullerton
Airport, 4011 W. Commonwealth, Fullerton.
Santa and his Elf arrive at 11:30am by heliocopter
with lots of goodies for the kids. Admission is free
to the event which also includes a Classic Aircraft
Display and other surprises. Lots of good things to
eat will be available for purchase. Bring Grandpa,
Grandma and all the kids. Call 562-587-4050 for
more information.
•3pm-5pm: 19th Annual Festival of the Trees,
at the Fullerton Elks Lodge is sponsored by the
Ebell Club of Fullerton, 1400 Elks View Lane and
features entertainment, food and a raffle for decorated and gift-filled trees. Proceeds will help support
Senior Serv. Tickets are $20/adults; $10/kids (&
free for those under three). RSVP to Mercedes
Szarka by calling 714-814-7089.
MON, DEC 12
•6pm: Public Meeting on Former Amerige
Court Project Development at Fullerton Public
Library
Community
Room,
353
W.
Commonwealth. See frontpage article for details on
the meeting.
•7pm-9pm: Annual FUHS Instrumental
Winter Holiday Concert Plummer Auditorium.
$5 at the door raises funds for the school’s music
program.
TUES, DEC 13
•6:30pm: Special City Council Meeting to
Certify Election at Fullerton City Hall Council
Chambers, 303 W. Commonwealth. The election
will be certified and new Council Member Jesus
Silva will take his seat.
WED, DEC 14
•8am-1pm:
Every
Wednesday
Farmers
Market at Independence
Park Rain or shine Every
Wednesday. See Wed. Dec. 7
for full listing.
•6:30pm: A Night of
Solidarity community dialogue on the impact of the
election results with community building and next steps
sponsored by Whittier
Latino Coalition at Sage
Restaurant, 6511 Greenleaf
Ave., Whittier 90601. Free
SAT, DEC 17
•10am: Assemblymember
Sharon
Quirk-Silva
Swearing In Ceremony
takes place on the steps of the
Fullerton College Library at
321 E. Chapman Avenue.

LOCAL ART NEWS
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New Gallery on the
Other Side of Town

Art Alliance Seeks Members: Art Alliance is a support group for the Visual
Arts Dept. of CSUF. The group raises funds for student scholarships and gallery
expenses. They also tour local art venues and hold one fun fund-raiser event each year.
If you are interested in joining the Art Alliance call Kathy Miguel at 714-309-7006.
Art Alliance Boardmembers for 2016/17 (pictured above) are Joann Driggers, Marie
McDonald, Sharon Fitzpatrick, Shirley Finton, Margie Starks, Marva Adamxon, Paula
Ames, Kathy Miguel, Lucina Moses, Maxine Allen, Fay Colmar,Tamara Reddy, John
DeLoof, Dana Lamb, and Jade Jewett. Not Pictured: Lois Austin and Misty Lamb

An exciting new gallery, Family Jules,
has located at 129 N. Euclid in Fullerton.
The current show “I Wanna Be Adorned”
features new work by Tristan Ellis. The
artist also performs in the band Girl Tears.
In addition to showing art the new
gallery is partnering with The Republic of
Fullerton - which is a block away - for
after reception live music happenings for
those 21 and up.
Gallery owners are interested in building on the relationship between art, music
and culture that might not be offered by
the booming downtown club scene.
The gallery opens a new show each first
Friday of the month from 6pm-9:30pm.
Between openings you can view the artwork by appointment by calling the

New work by Tristan Ellis on exhibit by
appointment at Family Jules Gallery

gallery at 714-364-7257. Find out about
upcoming shows on their Facebook page
www.facebook.com/familyjulesgallery.

Florence Arnold Young Artist Exhibit at the
Muckenthaler thru December 31st.
The Florence Arnold Young Artist
Exhibition is named in honor of the late
Fullerton artist Florence Arnold, who
started Night in Fullerton, the annual celebration of the arts, and who founded the
Muckenthaler Cultural Center’s youth
artist exhibits in the 1970s.
The exhibit collects the finest artworks
by local high school students. This year
artists from Fullerton Union, Sonora, La
Habra, Troy, Sunny Hills, and Buena Park
show their work. The exhibit is up
through December 31.
The Muckenthaler Cultural Center is
located at 1201 West Malvern Avenue,
Fullerton. For more information about
this or other events at the Muck, visit
www.TheMuck.org.

SOCIETY watercolor & ink on paper
ALLISON PARK, FJUHS

MUCKENTHALER HOLIDAY FESTIVAL SUN., DEC. 18

CSUF POLLAK LIBRARY
Cal State Fullerton
800 N State College Blvd.

A Country Called Syria
Syria’s rich history, culture, and contributions are shown through textiles, artwork, musical instruments, furniture and
jewelry in this exhibit curated by mother
and daughter Maria Khani and Dania
Alkhouli, who seek to promote peace and
awareness of their culture amidst the
Syrian Civil War ongoing since 2011.
Over 4 million people have fled, another
8 million displaced. - thru Dec. 21.
Campus parking is free on weekends.

BEGOVICH GALLERY
Cal State Fullerton,
800 N. State College Blvd
Mon-Thurs & Sat noon-4pm

Graphic Fiction
Illustrations from the book “Explorers
Guild” and “A Passage to Shambhala” coauthored by CSUF grad Kevin Costner
and Jon Baird. Filmmaker/artist Rick
Ross’ short film “Black Slide,” will also be
viewed at the gallery along with other
graphic novel work including Spike TV’s
“1000 Ways to Die” “Femme Fatales”
“DeadTown & “Dexter” Curated by Trina
Moreno & Mike MeGee -thru Dec 15

Last OLLI Art Lecture

The last lecture in the free series
explores examples from different cultures
and time periods led by art instructors
Kari Duffield, Dana Martin, Tricia
Salomone and Amanda Wada. Mackey
Auditorium on the CSUF campus, 800
N. State College Blvd., Fullerton. Friday
at 1pm on Dec 9.

MAGOSKI ARTS COLONY
223 W. Santa Fe, Fullerton
714-441-1504
Visit a group of art galleries at this location on the first Friday of every month
during Fullerton Art Walk. Visit fullertonartwalk.com for map of venues and
opening shows.

FULLERTON MUSEUM CENTER
Pomona Ave, at E. Wilshire
Downtown Fullerton 714-738-6545

Prohibition in America
The exhibit exploring the tumultuous
years of 1920 to 1933 and what lead to
the passage of the 18th Amendment is
open thru January 8, 2017.

Leo Fender: Life & Legacy
The exhibit celebrating the 10th
anniversary of the Leo Fender Gallery
takes a fresh look at his inventiveness that
inspired generations of musicians and
changed the sound of popular music.

FULLERTON ARTWALK
Friday, January 6
6pm to 10pm,
Downtown Fullerton
fullertonartwalk.com

The annual Muckenthaler Holiday Festival takes place Sunday, December 18 from
noon to 4pm. Enjoy arts & craft vendors, food, craft beer, live entertainment and arts
& crafts activities for the kids plus a photo with Santa. Free admission.
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MUSIC, DANCE & THEATER
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Free Concert with Hsin-l Huang & Blake Pouliot
On Sunday December 11th at 3:30pm
Fullerton Friends of Music will present
pianist Hsin-I Huang and violinist Blake
Pouliot in a free chamber music concert at
the Sunny Hills High School Performing
Arts Center, 1801 Warburton Way,
Fullerton.
Quickly becoming recognized as one of
today’s most sought after collaborative
pianists, Hsin-I has been praised on concert
stages in Germany, Russia, Japan and Korea
to name a few. In the US Ms. Huang has
played in esteemed venues such as Disney
Hall and Zipper Hall. She regularly collaborates with students in master classes of
Robert Lipsett and Clive Greensmith at the
Colburn School of Music.

Canadian violinist Blake Pouliot is the
winner of the Canadian Council for the
Art’s 2015 Musical Instrument Bank
Competition. Since his solo orchestral
debut with the Toronto Trinity Chamber
Orchestra at age 11, he has performed as
soloist with numerous orchestras and conductors including Sir Neville Mariner and
Nicholus MeGagen. He is currently a
Performance Diploma candidate at the
Colburn School Conservatory of Music in
Los Angeles.
The concert will include works by
Beethoven, Ravel, Mozart, Kreisler,
Sarasate and Hubay.
For more information call 714-5265310.

LOCAL THEATER

STAGES THEATER
400 E. Commonwealth,
Fullerton
714-525-4484
www.stagesoc.org
•IT’S A WONDERFUL
LIFE: A LIVE RADIO PLAY
Stages production of Arthur
Miller’s classic family drama
plays through Dec. 18th. Set in
post-World War II, the play
examines
the
relationship
between fathers and sons and the
price of living the American
Dream. An explosive secret
threatens to tear a family apart in
this play about the conflict
between business ethics and taking responsibility for one’s
actions. The play is staged as a
live 1940s radio broadcast with a
few dozen characters.

MAVERICK THEATER
110 E Walnut Ave, Fullerton
Tickets: 714-526-7070
www.mavericktheater.com
•SANTA CLAUS CONQUERS THE MARTIANS adapted by Brian Newell & Nick McGee,
directed by Newell plays through December 23.
Santa Claus is kidnapped by Martians. Will children
on Earth have no toys on Christmas day? $22
($12/kids under 12).
•THE MISTLETONES ring in the Christmas season with showtimes at 8pm on Mon & Tuesdays thru
Dec 20.

CSUF PERFORMING ARTS
800 N State College, Fullerton
Tickets: 657-278-3371
•THE DROWSY CHAPERONE directed by
Sarah Ripper plays in the Little Theatre thru Dec. 11.
A fictitious jazz age 1928 musical comes to life with
two lovers on the eve of their wedding, a bumbling
best man, a desperate theatre producer, a hostess,
gangsters, and an intoxicated chaperone.

Renée and David Kim as Sugar Plum Fairy and her Cavalier
rehearse for their performances. PHOTO BY PATRICK HOUGH.

25th Annual Nouveau Chamber Ballet
Nutcracker December 17 & 18
Fullerton’s own Nouveau Chamber
Ballet company, will present its 25th
Anniversary production of The
Nutcracker on Saturday and Sunday,
December 18 and 19.
This classic tale of young Clara and
her gallant Nutcracker Prince has
delighted young and old for generations.
Set against the lovely Tchaikovsky score,
the ballet is filled with humor, excitement and enchantment.
Returning guest artists Renée Barath
Kim and David Tai Kim will again
dance the roles of Sugar Plum Fairy and
her Cavalier. The company is also
thrilled to have guest artist Ricardo
Zayas, of New York, as Snow King, partnering with company artist Ria Adachi
as Snow Queen.
A full cast of talented ballet dancers
grace the production throughout, with
dynamic variations in each role and act
that bring excitement to the show. We
hope you will join us for this traditional
production that brings the spirit of the
holiday season to life.
Nouveau Artistic Director Lois Ellyn
first offered The Nutcracker in 1991,
and the production has become an
annual tradition for our audience.

Don’t miss this opportunity to enjoy a
holiday classic! Come join us at the performance on Saturday, Dec 17th, at
8pm, and Sunday, Dec 18th, at 2pm at
the Fullerton College Campus Theatre.
Reserved ticket pricing is now available at $35 and $28 each. For tickets or
group rate information, please call the
Lois Ellyn Studio at (714) 526-3862.
Visit our website for more information
at www.nouveauchamberballet.com.

Fullerton College
321 E. Chapman Ave,
(at Lemon) Fullerton
TICKETS: 714-992-7150

Concerts start at 7:30pm and are
located in the Fullerton College
Campus Theatre Recital Hall. Tickets
are $10/general; $7/students & seniors;
$5/children. Parking in the North
Lemon and East Chapman structures is
$2. Other lots are by permit only.
•Dec 6, Tues: A free piano recital
directed by Monica Lee.
•Dec 7, Wed: Jerrys Kids FC Brass
Ensembles directed by Jerry Garvin.
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Florence Cavileer
Florence Mae Buchanan was born in
Sierra Madre, California, on November
14, 1927 and grew up in Maywood,
California. She experienced the Long
Beach earthquake of 1933 and, as a result
of that quake, attended school in a tent as
the schools were uninhabitable. She graduated from both Bell High and Compton
Junior College. In Junior College she met
her husband, Watson Cavileer.
After marrying at age 18, she almost lost
her newlywed husband to lung issues. She
and her parents nursed him back to health
after half of one lung was removed. They
were married almost 47 years until his
death in 1992. (He always said his mother-in-law saved his life.)
After marrying they lived for a short
time in what Florence called “the castle”
in Montebello Park (because the front
door was in a turret), then East L.A. They
then moved to Yuma, Arizona where
Watson had found a job working on an
irrigation project. They returned to
Pasadena, California a year later, renting a
home in Sierra Madre that they eventually bought (their first home). She was truly
a Southern California girl.
In 1953 she had her first child, Murray.
In 1954 they moved from Sierra Madre to
Fullerton where she lived for the rest of
her life. In 1955 she had her second

Rest in Peace • We Remember You

child, Eva, and four years later she took in
her 13-year-old niece, Claudia. The family had blossomed to a family of five.
During this time she helped establish a
nursery school that was staffed by the
mothers on the block. They decided it
would be nice to have a record player and
approached Art Linkletter’s show “House
Party,” a spontaneous variety show that
also had contests and prizes. Frances
Wood, one of several mothers running the
nursery school, convinced Art Linkletter
to allow children on the show, inspiring
the segment “kids say
the darndest things.”
After all the children
were enrolled in school,
she returned to college
and was one of the first
graduates of what is
now California State
University, Fullerton.
Florence received a
degree in Liberal Arts,
and in 1965 she began
teaching at Rolling Hills
Elementary
School.
After a few years she
reduced her hours and
became a home-teacher in order to spend
more time with the family. Around this
time she also taught Sunday school, along
with her niece Claudia, at St. Andrews
Episcopal Church in Fullerton.

The family purchased
property in the late ‘50s in
San Diego County, near
Pala, and developed one
of the early avocado
groves. Florence travelled
down to the grove almost
weekly for many years.
She did a lot of the manual labor at the grove such
as weed whacking, throwing fertilizer, and repairing irrigation lines. In the late 1980s
Watson built a barn (with sleeping quarters) so that they could spend more time
enjoying rural life. Florence assumed full
responsibility for the grove after Watson’s
death, but eventually relinquished that
responsibility to her daughter Eva, who
moved there in 2006. Florence continued
visiting the property until the spring of
2016. It was truly her second home.
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Florence became very active in the
League of Women Voters of North
Orange County, and eventually assumed
the position of co-president. Being
involved with the League and politics was
one of her passions. In 1989 she became
Fullerton’s Trustee for the Orange County
Vector Control District’s Board of
Trustees, and served as President in 1996.
She also served on the Transportation
Commission for the City of Fullerton.
She was an avid reader, loved writing,
and loved words. She enjoyed writing the
president’s message for the League
newsletter, and also wrote for the
Fullerton Observer using pen names such
as America Buchanan.
After losing first her father, and then her
husband in the same year, she avoided
withdrawing into depression by making
up her mind to accept any invitation
thrown her way. She accepted whether she
felt up to it or not. As a result, she met
many remarkable people. She blossomed
and did many extraordinary things in her
remaining 24 years of life. This included
flying in Jack Harloe’s bi-plane, rafting
down the Colorado River with her grandchildren, having a romance, traveling to
Europe, taking a car trip down the Baja
Peninsula, and riding a bike down the
Russian River Valley, to name just a few.
I think all would agree that she was not
just intelligent but wise. Although her
body failed her, her mind was sharp to the
last day of her life. One of the final statements to her daughter was that she wanted to be remembered as a kind person. I
think we can all agree that she was not just
kind, but loving to all around her.

Ralph Joseph Digregorio
Nov. 11, 1918 – Nov. 10, 2016

Judeth Leigh Farrar
Judeth Leigh Farrar, of Fullerton, passed
away peacefully on Veterans Day,
November 11, 2016 at the
Long Beach Veterans
Hospital. Judy was born in
Waynesboro, VA. She was
the daughter of the late
Gladys Snell Altice and
Russell Farrar. Her brother,
Dr. Norman Farrar, preceded her in death. She was
lovely, kind-hearted and a
devoted mother to many.
She loved oil painting,
cooking, gardening, swimming, as well as folk-guitar

playing and singing. Her surviving family
includes her son Billy Maple; daughters
Gigi Hull, Leigh Maple and Misty Corey;
as well as 14 grandchildren and 8 greatgrandchildren. Judy is also
survived by her sister-in-law
Betty Farrar, nephew Eric
Farrar and niece Sydna
Hamby. A memorial service
was held on Nov. 20 at
McAulay
&
Wallace
Mortuary 902 N. Harbor
Blvd., Fullerton.
The family wishes to
thank the staff at the Long
Beach VA Community
Living Center for their love,
devotion, and caregiving.

Ralph
DiGregorio
passed away on November
10, 2016 at the age of 97,
just two hours shy of his
98th birthday.
A loving husband,
father, brother, grandfather and great grandfather,
a veteran who served
America with the 34th
and 96th infantry divisions in WWII and a diehard Dodgers fan, he will
forever be missed.
On November 11,
1918, the day that WWI
ended, Raffaello (Ralph)
Joseph DiGregorio was born on the first
day of peace following “the war to end all
wars”.
Ralph was the only boy out of seven sisters growing up in Mason City, IA, graduated from Mason City HS and immediately joined the National Guard on his
18th birthday.
After serving as a 1st Lt. in the U.S.
Army, Ralph married the love of his life,
Mary, and together they settled in
Fullerton where they raised 4 children.
After a 35-year career with Miller

Orangethorpe
Christian
Church
(Disciples of Christ)

Dr. Robert L. Case, Pastor
Sunday Service: 10AM
2200 W. ORANGETHORPE
FULLERTON (714) 871-3400
www.orangethorpe.org

Brewing Co., Ralph
found his passion for
swimming and began
each day with 40-laps at
the YMCA. He also
enjoyed traveling, golf,
fishing and anything
Dodgers.
Ralph’s enduring legacy is his genuine compassion, innate kindness
and his unconditional
love for family and
country. Ralph is survived by his beloved
daughters, Karen and
Mary Kay, son Frank, his grandchildren
Sean, Matt, Alison, Vince, Amanda,
Kevin, Meredith, Ryan and Marisa, and
great-grandkids Presley, Dane and Noah.
Ralph was preceded in death by his wife
Mary and daughter Sharon.
Memorial Services were held at St.
Mary’s Catholic Church in Fullerton, on
November 19 with a luncheon reception
following. In lieu of flowers, the family
requests that you consider a donation, in
memory of Ralph, to Warrior
Foundation: (619) 578-2615 or warriorfoundation.org.
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Rest in Peace • We Remember You

Donna L. Rehder Powell
May 4, 1932 - November 7, 2016

Donna L. Rehder Powell, 84, who
retired as Supervising Lead Buyer from
California State University Fullerton,
passed away on November 7th, 2016.
Donna was born May 4, 1932 in
Moline, Illinois; the daughter of Carl
Adolph Rehder and Bernice Catherine
Pimpel Rehder.
Donna worked in the CSUF
Purchasing department from 1969
through 1991. She was named
Emeritus at CSUF upon retirement and
for many years served as Treasurer. Her
son, Glenn Powell preceded her in
death in 1990.
She is survived by her daughters
Sherrie Christopher, Karrie Henderson,
Kathleen Bevill; sister Rosella Miller;
grandchildren, Rudolph Henderson II,
Kyle Henderson, Brittney Wright,
Bryan Depaola, Ricky Pagano, Brent
LaBella, Jamie Wade, Frank Bevill;
great grandchildren, Analynn Wright
and Zoey Henderson. Services were

held on November 18th at McAulay &
Wallace Mortuary. 902 N. Harbor
Blvd. Fullerton, California. 92832.
In lieu of flowers please consider
donating to one her favorite rescue
organizations.
Forte Animal Rescue
Attn: Marie Atake
13428 Maxella Ave PMB 332
Del Rey, California 90292
(310) 362-0321
www.fareque.org
Old Friends Inc.
Payne Depot Road
Georgetown, Kentucky 40324
(502) 863-1775
www.oldfriendsequine.org
The Elephant Sanctuary
PO Box 393
Hohenwald, Tennessee 38462
www.elephants.com

Dr. Harry Norman
It is with great sadness that we
announce the passing of Dr. Harry L.
Norman. Harry was diagnosed with
Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis (Lou
Gehrig’s disease) in October and passed
away November 2, 2016.
In October of 1995,
while serving as the Dean of
Extended Education, Harry
was appointed to serve as
the director for the
Fullerton
Arboretum.
During his tenure as
Arboretum director, he
helped to lead the capital
fundraising campaign for
the Arboretum Pavilion
Classroom and Museum
complex.
Harry wisely
integrated a team of CSUF
University Advancement
personnel
and
the
Arboretum’s all-volunteer
capital campaign committee to work
together to raise more than $2 million to
build the facility. He was also instrumental in receiving funding and University
approvals for the construction of Oak
Hall classroom and offices. Dr. Norman

utilized University Extended Education
resources and worked closely with
Arboretum volunteers to help develop
arboretum environmental education programs and bring staff on board to support
these programs. Harry
served as director until
April 1997 when he
recruited a full-time
director
for
the
Fullerton Arboretum.
Please join the family
and friends of Dr.
Harry L. Norman at a
memorial service honoring and celebrating
his life on Saturday,
December 10th, 2016
at 1pm in the Bacon
Pavilion at Fullerton
Arboretum
at
California
State
University, Fullerton.
The family has asked that donations be
made in Harry’s name to the Fullerton
Arboretum. To make a donation to help
keep
the
gardens
green
visit
http://www.fullertonarboretum.com/Genera
l-Unrestricted-Donations/

Beckman Business Center Draft EIR
Comment Period Ends December 29, 2016
Public Comment: The Public Review Period for all written comments on the
Draft Environmental Impact Report for the proposed Beckman Business Center
ends December 29,2016. Copies of the EIR are available at City Hall Community
Development, 303 W. Commonwealth during regular business hours; The
Fullerton Public Library, 353 W. Commonwealth; and the city website at
https://www.cityoffullerton.com/gov/departments/dev_serv/development_activity/beckman.asp. Written comments can be emailed to HeatherA@ci.fullerton.ca.us or
mailed to Ms. Heather Allen, Planning Consultant, City of Fullerton Community
Development Dept., 303 W. Commonwealth, Fullerton CA 92832.
Public Hearing: Contact Ms. Allen to be notified of public hearing dates.
Project Location: 44.3-acre project site located at 4300 N. Harbor Blvd, southeast of the intersection of Harbor and Lambert Road, Fullerton. The property was
previously developed with the Beckman Coulter, Inc. facility.
Project Description: The proposed Beckman Business Center project involves
redevelopment of the site with 7 new buildings and adaptive use of the existing
42,000 square foot administration building. The new buildings would accommodate a potential business park, office, light industrial, warehouse and manufacturing uses. An internal roadway would extend east from the intersection of Harbor
and Edwards Drive with two right-turn in/out-only unsignaled driveways along
Lambert and three along Harbor. On-site parking is proposed. Construction
would be initiated in Winter 2017 with completion in one year.
A Zoning Amendment to change zoning from M-P 200 to M-G; approval of
the Site Plan and Tentative Parcel Map and approval of the Water Supply assessment will be required. The site is on a list of hazardous material sites. Remediation
is being conducted by Beckman under oversite of the DTSC. Impacts (some significant) are identified and mitigation measures are discussed in the Draft EIR.
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Allen D. Oja

Allen was born on June
12, 1934 to Reuben and
Julia Oja on a farm outside
of Belden, ND. He departed
this world to be with our
Lord on Nov. 7, 2016. Allen
attended school in Van
Hook, Stanley and Minot,
ND.
In 1952, he also attended
trade school for bricklaying
in Minot. Allen worked in
the Minot area from 19521970 after which, he moved
his family to California
where he continued in his trade until he
retired in 1993.
Allen maintained an active status with
the local bricklayers union and in 2002
was awarded his gold card for 50 years of
service. He was also involved as a professional member of the International

Conference of Building
Officials; received an
award of excellence of
branches of trade as a
bricklayer and held a
contractor’s license for a
skilled mason.
Allen enjoyed auto racing all his life and was a
member of the Nodak
Race Club.
Allen married Doris
Tonnesson of Granville,
ND in 1955 and had two
children. He is survived
by his wife Doris of Placentia, CA; son
Steve of Seal Beach, CA; daughter Karen
of Placentia.CA; sister Maxine Zietz of
Sawyer, ND; and 3 great grandsons. Allen
is preceded in death by his parents,
Brother Melvin, sister Eldora and great
grandson Nicholas.

Charlene Hughes Walsh
July 30, 1930 – November 10, 2016
Known to her family and friends as
Char, Mom, Grandma and Grandma
Great, she was loved by all.
Charlene was born on July 30,
1930 to John and Laura Hughes in
Salt Lake City, Utah. She attended
Central High School in Grand
Rapids Michigan. Charlene met the
love of her life, Dick Walsh, in 1950
and they married on December 2nd
that year. In 1965 they moved their
family to California and settled in
Fullerton.
Dick and Charlene had five children – Sherri (Bob) Turner, Tim
(Lisa) Walsh, Carol (Randy) Grieb,

Scott (Darlene) Walsh, and Lisa
(Scott) Riehl – sixteen grandchildren
and ten great grandchildren.
The best memories of her include
big hugs, laughter, Hawaiian sunsets,
cherry pie, her mom’s tapioca pudding, and her dad’s macaroons. She
loved bowling, reading, swimming
and good conversation. She was a
great listener, loved her friends and
family deeply and finally went to be
with our Lord on November 10th,
just shy of her 66th wedding anniversary.
She will be missed deeply and
loved always.
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Downtown Paid Parking Discussed

The last parking meters were removed
from Downtown in 1986, but some sugHistoric Lincoln Heights, Downtown gested that it might be time to bring them
Glendale, Downtown San Leandro and back.
San Francisco's Top of Broadway.
Ms. Haluza stated that there were curAfter providing introductory comments rently a combined total of 5,716 public
Karen Haluza, the City's Director of parking spaces located in Downtown
Community Development, asked for gen- parking lots, parking structures and curberal feedback from those in attendance.
side spaces, all of which are free. After
Business owners identified parking as a doing some quick math, Theresa Harvey,
major issue. The owner of Branagan's the president of the North OC Chamber,
Irish Pub said she cannot
estimated that, at one
make money serving lunches
dollar per day per parkbecause there is no day park- With a one dollar ing space, it would be
per day
ing for people who might like
possible to generate
to patronize her restaurant. per parking space income of as much as
"We are forced to get our
$5,716 per day.
fee it would
income in the two and a half
There was excitement
be possible
hours on Friday and Saturday
that improvements could
to generate
nights. We have a $3,000
be funded by parking
electric bill to pay." Mike
an income of
income. A broad mix of
Olson of Ace Hardware also
businesses liked the idea,
as much as
said his customers were
including representatives
$5,716 per day
impeded by lack of parking.
from Ace Hardware,
to fund
Employees in the offices and
Angelo's and Vinci's,
businesses ought to park in
improvements
Branagan's Irish Pub,
the structure on Santa Fe
Matador
Cantina,
downtown.
Avenue, it was suggested.
Fullerton Oral Surgery,
Other complaints were that
The Dresser, North OC
there are no public restrooms,
Chamber, retailer Carpe Diem Experience
too much filth from vomit, urination and and Attorney Judith Kaluzny.
defecation, no police presence in the area,
Following this discussion Mr. Li
etching of windows, graffiti, homeless Mandri answered specific questions about
people, no diversity of businesses-hair how community benefits districts are
salons, tattoo parlors and too many bars; formed, who can serve on the board of
and drinking going on in the parking lots directors, how assessments are made and
and structures. Some, citing the general what the money can be used for. "When
lack of maintenance, suggested that they we formed the Little Italy District we
would like to see the overall quality of decided that life was too short to argue
Downtown improved, with several people with the city over how many trash cans we
even going so far as to say that they would could have," said Mr. Li Mandri, as an
like it to be as clean and attractive" as example of one of the issues merchants
Disneyland to make it more family- were dealing with in Little Italy. "We
friendly."
decided we would organize ourselves and
The topic that generated a lot of inter- get as many trash cans as we wanted. Now
est, and spirited discussion, was that of we have our own funding source and a
returning paid parking to the Downtown. professional management company to
handle these things, and we don't have to
involve the city in these decisions."
The City of Fullerton had tried some
years ago to begin the establishment of a
business improvement district, but lack of
outreach to, and equal involvement of, a
broad base of stakeholders, quashed the
effort. Many businesses that were not
part of the alcohol-related problems did
not feel they should have to pay for cleaning up the mess made by the bar patrons.
It remains to be seen if this current
round of discussions will garner a different result, but it did seem that interest
could be growing among Downtown residents, businesses and property owners to
organize to govern themselves. Whether
they will want to assess themselves for the
privilege is another question.
A report to the City Council is tentatively scheduled for some time in
February 2017. In the meantime, if you
would like to have your views on the
Downtown known, you can contact
Heather Allen, City Planning Consultant,
at (714)738-6884 or via e-mail at
heathera@ci.fullerton.ca.us.
Continued from frontpage

This article is a combination of two
separate articles sent in by Karen Haluza
and Judith Kaluzny and combined by the
editor with apologies to both writers.
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THE AIR TRAVEL CORNER
by Ravi Perera
I am writing this report after travelling from Los Angeles to Nairobi,
Kenya, on a journey that took me 30
hours and 15 minutes. The Qatar
Airways flight from LA to Doha, Qatar
took 16 hours. And while this is not the
longest non-stop flight in the world, it
is a pretty long flight. Doha, Dubai,
and Abu Dhabi are the three cities that
the three major carriers operate from,
and the location gives you easy connections to dozens of airports in the Africa,
South Asia, and the Middle East. While
the three airlines – Qatar Airways,
Emirates Airlines, and Etihad Airlines
compete with each other, no other airline based in the US can even get close
to the inflight service, food and beverages served on board, and lounge facilities offered by them.
Yesterday’s flight on Qatar offered
three meal services on the 16 hour flight
– dinner, hot snack, and breakfast. On
the five hour flight from Doha to
Nairobi, a hot snack with a full drink
service, and a hot breakfast which
included juice, tea/coffee, fruit, bread,
and yogurt was served. The flight time
is similar to flying coast to coast in the
US, where no meal is offered, and
sometimes one has to even pay for a
drink.

TSA & MASHED POTATOES
Something strange happened this
Thanksgiving. The TSA declared that
mashed potatoes are a liquid, and only
allowed 3.4 ounces to be taken aboard.
No, it is no joke.....and yes, people actually do take Thanksgiving meals on
board, but were not allowed to take
their mashed potatoes. We understand
that Cranberry sauce and gravy are liquids, but mashed potatoes?
ALCOHOL &
UNRULY PASSENGERS
We normally hear of one or two passengers being kicked off the plane due
to consumption of excessive alcohol,
but last week a Brussels Airlines flight

departing from Brussels Airport had a
whopping 41 passengers that had to be
taken off. The aircraft had to return to
its gate shortly after take-off when passengers became abusive and posed a
threat to the cabin crew. All passengers
were deplaned, and a group of 41 passengers who had been drinking prior to
boarding were not allowed to re-board,
and their luggage was taken off.
Also, the same week out of Brussels
Airport, a Ryanair flight from Brussels
to Malta had to make an emergency
landing in Pisa International Airport in
Italy when a riot broke out after a senior
citizen passenger changed her seat and
was hit on the head with a bottle. A
flight attendant intervened, and was
slapped. Several passengers got involved
in the fight, and fisticuffs were thrown.

WHAT’S HOT
So, where are the hot international
flight deals in December? Low priced
flights are now available going into late
Spring 2017. Several flights to Ireland,
Madrid, Barcelona, and Frankfurt are
available for under $400 from Los
Angeles. The good deals to Iceland still
continue, for as cheap as $299 from the
West Coast. Keep in mind that the low
fares come from low cost carriers that
charge extra for luggage, seats, and
meals.
MORE INFO
If you are interested in receiving
information on mistake fares and low
fares, and are on Facebook, send me
your information to serendipityntravel@gmail.com and I will send you an
invitation to my members only travel
group. I am not a travel agent and I do
not sell anything. All I do is provide
you the information where to find the
fare.
Ravi Perera is a Fullerton resident and
former airline employee. He has flown
over 2 million miles on 27 different airlines to 46 countries, and traveled
around the world four times.

BALANCE & CHANGE

Coming Together
Our country is going through a difficult time right now. This is not a
political column. It is about relationships. This country is in serious need of
working on its relationships! So, what
are things that I, as a relationship therapist, suggest to the people that I work
with that may also help the country as a
whole?
First, be kind. When we are trying to
open up communication with others,
we need to be kind. If we are hurling
insults at each other, we are incapable of
having any effective communication.
Think before you speak. You can-and
need- to speak your truth. But you do
not need to be hurtful towards others
when you do so.
Second, listen. Hear what the other
person is saying. Not just the words,
but the underlying message as well. If
we are speaking with each other with

kindness and tact, that allows for listening to happen. In order for you to listen, you must be willing to lower your
walls and drop your assumptions.
Listen deeply, not just to the top layer.
But the deeper messages as well.
Third, see if there is some room for
compromise. For some issues there may
not be. You may agree to disagree, but
you need to do so with respect, not denigrating anyone! If you are willing to
compromise and the other is willing to
compromise, amazing connections may
happen.
There are a lot of commonalities
amongst all. We all want this country to
thrive. We have different views of what
that looks like. Let’s talk. Let’s come
together. That is what will make us
strong. Ignoring or subjugating makes
us weak. Be willing to talk. Be willing to
listen. Let’s truly heal this country.

MICHELLE GOTTLIEB Psy.D., MFT
INDIVIDUAL, COUPLE & FAMILY THERAPY
305 N. Harbor Blvd, Suite 202, Fullerton, CA 92832
714-879-5868 x5
www.michellegottlieb.com
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ANSWER KEY

Call 714-525-6402

The Fullerton Observer provides
space for NEIGHBORS to advertise.
To participate you must have a local
phone number. Contractors must provide valid license. Editor reserves right
to reject any ad. Sorry, we do not
accept date ads, get rich schemes or
financial ads of any sort. Call 714525-6402 for details.
The cost of a classified is $10 for 50
words or less per issue. Payment is by
check only. Items to give away for free
and lost and found item listings are
printed for free as space allows.
The Observer assumes no liability for

FOR FREE

FREE TO GOOD HOME

Free: Two teacup Yorkies and a
Percheron gelding horse need new homes.
Call 714-907-1291 or contact maggiekayla0@gmail.com

FOR SALE

TRAIN LAYOUT

Christmas is coming, great gift possibility.
LGB train 4x8 layout, western theme.
Needs to be seen to be appreciated. $750.
Call (714) 526-4319
DOLLS, DISHES, JEWELRY

Downsizing Sale includes: a beautiful collection of dolls collected over 62 years
(never played with) baby dolls, international dolls, Alexanders, Marie Ozmond
and more. $25 each and up; doll display
cabinets; jewelry; lamps, dishes, TV
tables, and more. All items are priced to
sell, or make any fair offer. Would make
great gifts. Contact Lee at 714-447-0146

BEAUTY & HEALTH

AMWAY, ARTISTRY, NUTRILITE

To buy Amway, Artistry,
or Nutrilite products
please call Jean 714-349-4486

HANDYMAN

LICENSED HOME SERVICES

Roofing, Patios, Windows, Doors,
Gates, Fences, Dry rot, Electrical, New,
Repairs, Special Projects. CSLB #744432.
Free Estimates 714-738-8189

WANTED

OLDER ENGINEERING &
TECHNICAL BOOKS WANTED

Engineering, physics, mathematics,
electronics, aeronautics, welding, woodworking, HVAC, metalworking, and
other types of technical books purchased.
Large Collections (25+books) preferred.
Please call Deborah (714) 528-8297.
USS HORNET MODEL WANTED

Wanted: Wooden (or plastic) model of
US Naval Ship USS Hornet CVS-12.
Please call Dennis (714) 992-6448.

FREE HELP LINES
•Call 2-1-1 on your phone for nonemergency help on any issue you are having in OC. Free. www.211.org
•TEENLINE’s number is (800) TLCTEEN (800-852-8336). Open 6pm to
10pm and answered by teens. Also available online at teenlineonline.org.
•WTLC: If someone you know is, or
you are, the victim of domestic abuse,
contact the 24-hour bilingual hotline at
877-531-5522.

At left is the answer
key to the crossword
“Disney Heroines” on
page 7.

ads placed here. However, if you have
a complaint or compliment about a
service, please let us know at 714525-6402.
Call City Hall at 714-738-6531 to
inquire about business licenses.
For contractor license verification go
to the California State Contractor
Board
website
at
License
www.cslb.ca.gov. Once there click on
the red link on the left of the page
which will take you to a screen where
you can enter the name, contractor
number, or business to make sure they
are legit. Thank You!

Fullerton-born resident
Valerie Brickey
has been
constructing puzzles
for numerous years.
She has agreed to keep
us entertained with
more in the future!

JOBS

FULLERTON SCHOOL
DISTRICT JOB OPENINGS

The Fullerton School District is seeking
qualified individuals for the following job
openings. Details and applications can be
found on www.edjoin.org - search
Fullerton Elementary. Regular positions
offer paid holidays, sick leave & vacation.
•School Bus Driver $19.36/hour 25
hours/week (Special Driver’s Certificate to
drive a school bus required.)
•Employee Benefits Technician
$20.34/hour 5 hours/day
•Health Assistant $17.54/hour, 3.75
hours/day
•Health
Assistant/BB
Spanish
$17.99/hour, 3.75 hours/day
•Instructional Assistant/Recreation
$15.12/hour part-time and substitute
•Instructional
Assistant/Special
Education $16.30/hour part-time and
substitute. The Instructional Assistant
positions require experience working with
children and 48 college credits
•Technical Support Specialist I
$3,799/month full-time

Bike-Ride
to End AIDS

CSUF Center for
Oral & Public History

Follow Gary Grave’s adventure in
training and on the 545-mile ride at:
https://www.facebook.com/545miles/
Contributions can be made at
www.545miles.com.
Interested in participating in the
ride? Call Gary at (714) 264-8778 or
email gary@gravescom.com for info.

The Center for Oral & Public History
is looking for women involved in politics,
grassroots activism, or community action
in Southern California to share your
stories. If you would like to participate,
please call the center
at 657-278-3580 or email to
coph@fullerton.edu. More info at:

www.coph.fullerton.edu

Korean Folk Singing
A Korean folk singing class taught by a
professional musician will be held from
10:30 to 11:45am on Mondays in an
eight-week session at the Fullerton
Community
Center,
340
W.
Commonwealth. Register by phone at
714-738-6305. Korean speakers may call
instructor Yoon-Hui Shin at 213-8805883 for more information. Sing along to
favorites such as Pan-sori (the UNESCO
Intangible Cultural Heritage) and other
well-known Korean folk song favorites.

CITY JOB OPENINGS

West Nile Virus Update

Visit www.cityoffullerton.com and click
on the “How Do I” tab and then “City
Employment.” Apply online by clicking
on the “Apply” link or visit Fullerton City
Hall, 303 W. Commonwealth Ave.
•Library Technical Assistant I.
$16.84-$21.50/hourly (non-regular; at
will/non-benefited) performs technical,
paraprofessional & other duties.
•Senior Parks & Recreation Specialist
II. $14 -$15.50 hourly. Non-regular/nonbenefited. Vacancy is for the After School
Education & Safety and seasonal youth
programs including Camp Hillcrest and
Summer Playgrounds.
•Police Cadet and/or Sr. Police Cadet.
(non-benefited/at will) $11.50-$13/hr.
Non-sworn, part-time position provides
opportunity for training and exposure to
all divisions within the Police Dept.
Under direct supervision, Cadets will perform a variety of routine and progressively more difficult non-sworn tasks in a one
-to three-year apprenticeship program.
•Police Officer Lateral/Academy
Trained.
$5,868-$7,489/monthly.
Performs sworn police duties in prevention of crime and enforcement, patrol,
investigation, traffic, special assignments
•Police Officer Trainee $5,868$6,469/monthly. Performs variety of nonsworn law enforcement duties and attends
education program in prep for becoming
a Police Officer.
•Fire Dept. Utility Worker. $10.50$12/hr. Non-benefited. Limited to 1,000
hours per fiscal year.
•Community Services Specialist $11$12/hr. Non-benefited.
•Community Services Leader $10$10.75/hr. Non-benefited.

The danger level in Orange County has
been reduced from High to Elevated.
As of November 14, there are 38 cases
of West Nile Virus in humans this year
(with one death reported in La Habra).
The OC Mosquito and Vector Control
District has found 435 positive test samples for WNV in mosquitos and 90 dead
birds with positive tests.
Report dead birds or neglected pools by
calling 714-971-2421. Wear long sleves
and pants and/or mosquito repellent containing DEET, Picaridin, IR3535, or oil
of lemon eucalyptus. Learn more at
www.ocvector.org

RON KOBAYASHI TRIO PERFORMS
DOWNTOWN FULLERTON
Wednesday, December 7, @ 7pm
(and every first Wednesday of the month)
Great Food ($8 entertainment cover)

Les Amis Restaurant, 128 W. Wilshire Ave., Fullerton
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Fullerton PTAs Sponsor
Pathways of Hope
Toy & Food Drive
Everyone can make a positive impact on the
community this holiday season by donating toys
and food for local Fullerton families in need.
Fullerton public schools will be collecting toys
and food through December 12. You can drop off
items from 9am to noon on weekdays or from 9am
to 3pm on Saturdays at your local school or the
Pathways of Hope Distribution Center at 611 S.
Ford Avenue in Fullerton.
Please contact Diane Kemp by calling 714-8146581 or by email to dianekemp@roadrunner.com
with any questions or to find out how you can
help. Working together we can brighten the
Holidays for Fullerton families.
Suggestions for gifts valued at $10: Infant and
toddler toys, games, sports equipment, action figures, dolls, building blocks, Legos, model, science,
craft or jewelry making kits, toy cars, perfume,
cologne, make-up, scented soaps & lotions, costume jewelry, watches, wallets, radios, books,
stuffed animals, etc.
Non-Perishable Food: Canned, boxed or dry
non-perishable food items.
Tax-deductible Contributions: Gift cards or taxdeductible contributions can be made in the form
of a check payable to “Pathways of Hope.” Funds
will be directly utilized to administer the program.

HERMOSA DRIVE PTA TOY DRIVE VOLUNTEERS: Diane Kemp, with Hermosa Drive PTA volunteers Aimee Johnson,
Jacqueline Ciociola-Honda, Carolyn Kim, Rachael Reid, Michelle Barrett, Lisa Sherman, Jerri Miller, Diana Martinez.

UPDATE: Water Protector Pipeline Protests
With temperatures below freezing the
long stand off in North Dakota between
Native American Water Protectors and
the Texas-based Energy Transfer Partners
LP, constructors of the Dakota Access
Pipeline bolstered by various corporate
and law enforcement groups with militarized tanks and weapons, continues.
The level of inappropriate actions by
law enforcement towards peaceful protestors has included use of dogs, tear gas,
pepper spray, rubber bullets, concussion
grenades, and most recently water cannons which were used to drench the protestors in the sub-freezing weather.
In addition, members of the press
reporting on the situation have been
arrested along with many of the water
protectors. Cell phone signals have been
scrambled and a no-fly zone ordered for
non-law enforcement drones and news
helicopters.
Still news is getting out and you can
stay informed by visiting http://www.indianz.com/ or numerous other sites online.
The encampment at Standing Rock is
the largest gathering of Native Americans
in this century. And 2,000 US veterans are
scheduled to join the camp in support of
the Water Protectors between Dec. 4 and
Dec. 7.
The 1,200-mile pipeline bordering the
Standing Rock Sioux Reservation and set

to be directed beneath their water supply,
would carry 470,000 barrels of crude oil a
day. 560 oil and pipeline spills occur each
year in the US and a leak would endanger
the water supply of any nearby populated
area. In fact, the original route of the
pipeline through Bismarck, North Dakota
was changed to the new route through the
reservation in response to citizen concerns
about water pollution there.
On Dec. 2 the US Commission on
Civil Rights issued a statement calling on
Congress to hold a hearing on the issues
being raised: “We are concerned with
numerous reports and testimony regarding the use of military-style equipment
and excessive force against protesters. We
call upon federal, state, and local officials
and law enforcement to work together to
deescalate the situation and guarantee the
safety of protesters to exercise their First
Amendment rights. The issue of the
pipeline is not just about the pipeline
alone, but about the entire relationship
between the United States and sovereign
Indian Nations, their rights, traditions
and religious beliefs...”
Attorney General Loretta Lynch
released a statement the same day saying
the US Justice Department is committed
to supporting law enforcement and to
defending constitutionally guaranteed
speech, and the prevention of violence.

An Excellent
Water Saver
After the recent rainy days,
Fullerton resident Sinh Dang
sent in the photo at left
showing part of her family’s
water-saving system. She
makes sure to cover the
buckets containing water
with covers to prevent mosquito breeding.
Ms. Dang has also created
a drought tolerant backyard
garden with pavers and
mulch and uses water strategically for the potted plants
and fruit trees.

SUGAR PLUM FLEA MARKET
MUCKENTHALER

Unique Items and gently used merchandise for sale with
all proceeds supporting Muckenthaler programming.
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Friday, December 9th & 10th
9:00 am to 2:00 pm
MUCKENTHALER CULTURAL CENTER
1201 W. Malvern, Fullerton
www.theMuck.org • 714-738-6595

